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ABSTRACT 
A Study of the Relationship between Pastoral Leadership 
Style and Church Growth in Nazarene Churches 
by 
Michael Scott Tinnon 
This study sought to explore the relationship between pastoral leadership style(s) 
and church growth in Nazarene Churches and evaluated the findings in the context of the 
historical and theological understanding of biblical leadership. 
This study was a descriptive, correlational study utilizing a researcher-designed 
questionnaire. The project involved identifying and describing essential leadership 
practices and specific leadership styles indicative of pastors leading Nazarene churches to 
experience dynamic growth. 
The research concluded that a definite relationship exists between pastoral 
leadership style(s) and dynamic growth in Nazarene churches. The findings confirmed 
that the “Coach” and “Catalyst” leadership styles appear to successfully position and 
motivate the Nazarene church to experience new and dynamic growth. On the otber 
hand, the “Cheerleader” and “CEO” type leaders were least effective in leading the 
church to growth. 
In addition, I discovered factors other than leadership (e.g., pastor’s age, length of 
service, age, and location of congregation, socio-economic make-up, etc.) associated with 
observed church growth. 
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UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM 
First Church - “The church that took a licking and kept on ticking” was a 
traditional denominational church located in the suburb of a major metropolitan city in 
the southern region of the United States (e.g., population 500,000). The church, 
established in 1959, never moved from its original site and continued to average around 
one hundred in weekly worship attendance for over forty years. 
The church had been landlocked for the past fifteen years, and other businesses 
had grown up on all sides preventing the possibility of the church ever expanding. 
Within a five mile radius of the church were eleven other churches similar to First Church 
in many ways: blue collar, middle class, average income, close-knit families attending 
mostly smaller churches, averaging less than one hundred in Sunday worship attendance. 
First Church was one of the oldest surviving churches in the area that still offered 
traditional Sunday morning and evening worship services plus mid-week services. 
Smaller churches in the area had either merged with other struggling congregations in 
order to survive or had reluctantly closed their doors, no longer able to meet the gmning 
demands of ministry required in a new millennium. 
I purposely used the word surviving to describe this church because it was a 
survivor, doing whatever necessary to stay alive. Unfortunately, it continued to survive 
but never experienced any appreciable growth. 
Soon after accepting the call to lead this congregation, the pastor realized First 
Church had been without effective pastoral leadership for several years. There was a 
pervasive spirit of survival at all costs plus a myriad of ingrown emotions and attitudes 
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such as apathy, self-centeredness, close-mindedness, lack of purpose and vision, 
maintenance-minded, and opposed to change. Basically the church seemed more dead 
than alive and unfortunately, no one leader had proved successful in turning the church 
around. 
This church had seen its share of pastoral leaders come and go, and none had 
stayed long enough to prove instrumental in reversing the church’s survival mentality or 
in leading the church to experience dynamic growth. So what does the leader do? In 
what direction does the pastor attempt to lead this body of believers? The pastor might 
do well to ask such critical questions. 
Many churches today face almost insurmountable odds if desiring to experience 
growth. Church growth today is somewhat paradoxical. On the one hand, we have more 
information regarding church growth than at any other time in the church’s history. And 
on the other hand, as John David Webb writes, “The vast majority of churches in the 
United States are not growing at any appreciable rate. In fact, many churches are 
declining, and an alarming number are simply closing down” (1 5). 
Statistics released in 1991 by the Bama Research Group, 2 ful!-ser~im nmmlketing 
research company located in Glendale, California, revealed that the average Protestant 
congregation in the United States averages fifty to sixty who regularly attend Sunday 
morning worship services. George Bama states, “Generally speaking that is not enough 
people for a church to prosper--emotionally, financially, or, in many cases, spiritually” 
(Marketing 22). 
Unfortunately, the scenario describing First Church is more common than not. 
These type churches routinely push pastors over the edge-ausing some to question if 
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they were ever called to pastoral ministry in the first place, and causing others to change 
assignments every two to three years when discovering the church will not change. 
Churches steeped in tradition, entrenched in the past, and continuing to perpetuate 
yesterday, often serve as the catalyst forcing many leaders to resign altogether from 
pastoral ministry. These type churches have kept church growth experts awake at nights 
seeking solutions to the dynamics and dilemmas faced by twenty-first century pastoral 
leaders endeavoring to provide quality ministry in a changing society. 
The primary focus of this study centered on the type pastoral leadership style(s) 
best suited to lead Nazarene churches to experience dynamic growth. In an age when 
many Nazarene congregations have struggled to survive, barely kept their heads above 
water or have closed their doors altogether, why is it that only a few churches experience 
dynamic new growth? 
Perhaps some of the truth to these probing questions is captured in John 
Maxwell’s comparison of growing versus dying churches: 
Growing churches are constantly changing. 
Dying churches don’t have to. 
Growing churches make lots of noise. 
Dying churches are fairly quiet. 
Growing churches expenses always exceed their income. 
Dying churches take in more than they ever dreamed of spending. 
Growing churches are constantly improving for the fkture. 
Dying churches worship their past. 
Growing churches move out in faith. 
Dying churches operate totally by human sight. 
Growing churches focus on people. 
Dying churches focus on programs. 
Growing churches are filled with tithers. 
Dying churches are filled with tippers. 
Growing churches dream new dreams. 
Dying churches relive old nightmares. 
Growing churches don’t have “con ’t ” in their dictionary. 
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Dying churches have nothing but. 
Growing churches evangelize. 
Dying churches fossilize. (“Catalyzing”) 
Pursuing the Doctor of Ministry degree has challenged me to explore the 
relationship that seems to exist between pastoral leadership style and church growth, 
more specifically, to investigate the primary leadership styles and essential leadership 
practices that have resulted in the minority of Nazarene churches experiencing dynamic 
growth. 
What about these particular leaders enabled their churches to experience such 
growth? What specific leadership styles/practices define these men and women setting 
them apart as church growth leaders? What primary leadership skills do they possess that 
cause others to want to emulate them? 
Discovering the answers to these and other critical questions is precisely what this 
study is all about. The pastoral leaders presently leading Nazarene churches to 
experience dynamic growth have inspired me to explore the relationship between pastoral 
leadership style and church growth. 
In this study I desired to gain a better understanding ofthe specific pastma1 
leadership styles capable of motivating the church to move beyond business as usual and 
to experience growth. The phrase, business as usual refers to the church’s modus 
operandi-how they have conducted business in terms of worship, programming, 
outreach, staff, roles and expectations, the delegation of authority, use of facilities, 
mission and vision statements, etc. 
Carl George says, “There are many reasons that contribute to a church 
experiencing growth, but continuing to conduct business as usual remains one of the 
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primary reasons why most churches fail to grow’’ (“Leadership”). Robert Schuller 
challenged pastors to evaluate their church’s present and future potential by asking the 
question, “Does my church still conduct ministry like it did twenty-five years ago?” 
Many church growth experts suggest that the primary enemy to church growth 
centers on the church’s tendency to cling to tradition (Maxwell, “Catalyzing”). This 
occurs when both leaders and followers continued living in the past rather than looking to 
the future. Bama reminds us that the only way to reverse this problem is to return to the 
vision for the church (“Leadership” 2). 
Rick Warren claims that churches clinging to tradition but desiring growth are 
synonymous with society’s modem definition of insanity: “Doing the same thing over and 
over again and expecting different results” (“Turning”). Maxwell says, “Churches that 
remain entrenched in the past have virtually no hope of ever experiencing dynamic 
growth” (“Catalyzing”). 
George in speaking to a group of Nazarene pastors said, “I believe that many 
traditional churches still steeped in tradition have misguided foci. These churches tend to 
focus the majority of their attention on rnahtaining the status quo while neglecting the 
church’s potential for growth”  leadershi hip'^). 
Church growth theorists often speak about church growth, but maybe the real 
issue is not church growth at all. Science has taught us that healthy organisms experience 
growth and produce offspring, and their offspring produce offspring, and the cycle repeats 
itself. Perhaps one of the reasons why the majority of churches fail to experience 
dynamic growth is because they are unhealthy, and as a result, have lost the potential to 
experience growth. 
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Warren in his recent book, The Purpose Driven Church, suggests the real issue for 
pastoral leaders should not be church growth, but church health. If a church is healthy, 
growth will occur naturally. The key issue for churches in the twenty-first century will be 
church health, not church growth ( 1  7). 
The problem, however, in many churches is that they begin with the wrong 
question. They ask, “What will make our church grow?” Warren suggests this 
misunderstands the nature of the real issue. Instead, leaders of churches should ask, 
“What is keeping our church from growing” (Purpose 15)? 
All living things grow-you do not have to make them grow. It is the 
natural thing for living organisms to do if they are healthy. Lack of 
growth usually indicates an unhealthy situation, possibly a disease. In the 
same way, since the church is a living organism, it is natural for it to grow 
if it is healthy. The church is a body, not a business. It is an organism, not 
an organization. It is alive. If a church is not growing, it is dying. The 
task of church leadership is to discover and remove growth restricting 
diseases and bamers so that natural, normal growth can occur. (1 6) 
Healthy churches continue to experience dynamic growth because they have 
moved beyond the meaning of church growth to the significance of church health. 
Churches in decline, however, exhibit unhealthy symptoms due to maintenance andor 
survival instincts. Unhealthy churches have no record of dynamic growth, no record of 
planting other churches, and see no possibilities in the present or future. They simply 
continue living in the past. These churches do not thrive but merely survive. 
The absence of church health and other related issues is critical when trying to 
understand why only a few churches experience growth while the majority does not. I 
believe, however, that the key to any church experiencing growth rests in the pastor’s 
specific style of leadership that enables h i d e r  to lead the church to experience growth. 
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Unfortunately, in many churches the pastor is not able to lead the church, but finds 
himselfherself held in check in terns of effective leadership that will ultimately 
determine the church’s growth potential. Oftentimes the divinely called servant of the 
Lord receives the position and title as pastoral leader but not the freedom or resources to 
lead the church to experience growth. 
One of the many problems facing today’s clergy is that they sense they have 
received a clear vision fiom God of how and where to lead their church, but feel 
hopelessly handcuffed in their ability to exercise pastoral leadership and effectively cast 
the vision for their congregation. Consequently, the church roams aimlessly for 
generations never experiencing any appreciable growth. 
In this study I hope in some small way to help resolve this dilemma. Researching 
as to why only a few Nazarene churches experience dynamic growth while the majority 
either maintain or decline suggest that many theorists are correct in asserting that a 
definite relationship exists between pastoral leadership style and growing churches. 
Assuming that strong pastoral leadership characterizes growing churches (Schaller, 
“Pastoral” 17) leads to the conclusion that this type of leadership is one of the decisive 
factors in the vitality and growth of any congregation. 
One of my goals in this study was to assess the primary leadership styles and 
essential leadership practices indicative of pastors of growing churches to assist churches 
and denominational leaders in identifjrlng the type pastor best suited to lead the Nazarene 
church to experience growth. 
Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of the proposed study was to explore the reIationship between 
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pastoral leadership styles and dynamic church growth in Nazarene churches. 
Research Questions 
In the process of conducting this research, I present the following research 
questions: 
Research Question 1 
What is the pastor’s primary leadership styIe as determined by the Leadership 
Styles Survey (LSS)? 
Research Question 2 
What relationship exists, if any, between pastoral leadership style(s) as measured 
by this study and dynamic growth experienced in Nazarene churches? 
Research Question 3 
What factors other than leadership (e.g., pastor’s age, experience, length of service 
at present church, education level, geographical location, and size of community) might 
be associated with observed church growth 
Definition of Terms 
Dynamic Growth-Represents the growth experienced in Nazarene churches 
experiencing greater than 25 percent growth in average worship attendance in the last five 
years. 
Traditional Church-Represents congregations that have existed for more than 
twenty-five years but for whatever reason have shown no appreciable growth in average 
worship attendance in that period of time 
Primary Leadership Style-The pastor’s preferred leadership style as 
determined by the researcher-designed survey (LSS) 
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Context of the Study 
This study explores the relationship between pastoral leadership and church 
growth as specifically related to the Church of the Nazarene. The Nazarenes remain 
relatively conservative, widely respected, and continue to experience positive growth 
while other denominational groups either maintain or decline in membership and 
attendance. 
The Nazarene Church has its roots in the Wesleyan revival that saved eighteenth 
century England from revolution and reaffirmed the testimony and experience of the New 
Testament Church that God is able to forgive sins and cIeanse the heart from all 
unrighteousness (Welcome to the Church 2). 
A revival of this preaching and doctrine in the United States toward the close of 
the nineteenth century led to the formation of independent churches that banded together 
in 1908 as the Church of the Nazarene. So widespread was this movement that even then 
all regions of the United States were represented in 228 congregations comprising 10,414 
members (Welcome to the Church 2). 
Referring to the church’s theological stance, the rights m d  privileges of 
membership in the Church of the Nazarene are based on the basic belief that everyone 
must be born again, and belief in those doctrines essential to the Christian experience: 
We believe in one God: the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. 
We believe in the inspiration and authority of the Holy Scriptures, 
We believe that everyone is born with a sinful nature. 
We believe that those who do not repent of their sins are eternally lost. 
We believe that Chnst died for all and everyone who repents and 
We believe that believers are called by God to live a holy life. 
believes on Him is saved. 
(Deasley et al. 26) 
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The Church of the Nazarene has grown until now there are over 873,978 members 
in 8,93 1 congregations worldwide. Nearly 58 percent of the total churches are in the 
United States and Canada, and the remaining 42 percent are distributed throughout 104 
other countries in the world where the church carries on its ministries (Welcome to the 
Church 2). 
Membership in the Church of the Nazarene has grown consistently in the United 
States and Canada from 1950 to 1998. The most recent church growth statistics for the 
fifty states and Canada indicate the following: 4,941 active churches; 653,070 current 
members; 504,360 average worship attendance; 1.1 9 percent membership growth; and, 
0.79 percent worship growth (Houseal, Church Growth 1). 
Just looking at the denomination’s membership growth would lead one to 
conclude that everything is in great shape in the progress of Nazarene churches in the 
United States and Canada. As we shall see, membership growth is not the whole story 
(Sullivan New Start 2). 
The real dilemma facing the Church of the Nazarene today is that the membership 
total in the United States and Canada has grown consistently (Sullivan Ne-+ Start 2) whlle 
attendance has plateaued or declined (3). In other words, “as the membership total has 
increased, the rats [original emphasis] of membership growth has slowed” (3). 
In March 1996, the Nazarene Church Growth Research Center conducted a 
statistical analysis of the corps of pastors of the Church of the Nazarene (Crow 1). Of the 
4,888 Nazarene pastors surveyed, the average tenure of pastoral leaders was three years 
and three months (1). The median total of pastoral experience among pastors was ten 
years and eight months (3). The median age of pastors was forty-seven (4). 
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The statistical data also indicated that the congregations in which most Nazarene 
pastoral leaders serve are small. Seven out of ten churches (70.6 percent) have fewer than 
one hundred in worship on an average Sunday (Crow 6). While ministerial preparation 
often seems to focus on churches larger than 250, only 31 1 (6.3 percent) Nazarene 
churches in the United States and Canada are that large in participation (6). Only forty- 
one (0.8 percent) Nazarene churches average between 35 1-400 worshippers on an average 
Sunday (6). 
Crow offers the following four categories as representative of the community 
types in which Nazarene congregations are located: major urban, suburban, small town, 
and rural. Fifty percent of the Nazarene churches are located in cities (e.g., urban and 
suburban), and the other 50 percent are in small town or rural settings (Crow 7). 
This study uses Sunday morning worship attendance as the measure of size since 
definition of membership.tends to vary and may not be the same for large congregations 
in major urban areas as it is for small congregations in rural areas (Crow 8). Large 
churches (over 250 participants) tend to be found in the cities. Sixteen percent of large 
Nazarene churches, however, are in small towns or rural areas (8). As might be expected, 
the majority (58 percent) of the small churches (less than one hundred) are located in 
small towns (34 percent) and rural areas (24 percent). However, 42 percent of these 
churches are in major urban or suburban areas (8). 
One issue from this study that caught my attention was the fact that nearly 71 
percent of traditional Nazarene churches claim fewer than one hundred in worship on an 
average Sunday and the majority had not recorded any appreciable growth in the last five 
years. These churches conduct business as usual year after year without ever 
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experiencing dynamic new growth. 
Theological Foundations 
Scripture portrays leaders who heeded God’s call and whom God used to make a 
difference in their world. Throughout Scripture, God confirms the basic premise that a 
definite relationship exists between leadership and church growth. This, then, begs the 
question, “What type of Ieader is best suited to lead the traditional church to experience 
dynamic new growth?” 
From a biblical perspective, leadership and church growth experts like Joel 
Barker, John Maxwell, Bill Hybels, Lyle Schaller, Jack Hayford, and Dale Galloway have 
profiled the type of leader they believe is best suited to lead the traditional church to 
growth. Most agree that leaders like Moses, Joshua, Ruth, Daniel, David, Peter, Paul, and 
Timothy represent good exampIes of men and women capable of leading the church today 
to experience growth. 
Moses represents one such example. No doubt the children of Israel would never 
have left Egypt if they had been forced to go alone. They desperately needed a leader like 
Moses whose particular style of leadership incorporated persevermce: a teachable spirit? 
organizational and equipping tendencies, and the ability to delegate authority and 
responsibility, all of which enabled him to follow through until the end. 
Moses was driven by mission, leading the children of Israel to the Promised Land 
no matter what the bamers: obstacles in his path (Red Sea), laity who did their own thing 
(idol makers), non-supporting cast (complaining members), lack of necessary resources 
(food and water), and even lost bearings (fire and cloud). 
Perhaps Moses’ greatest leadership trademark was his can-do attitude that resulted 
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in mission accomplishment. The Exodus account of Moses leading the children of Israel 
validates what Joel Barker suggests is the most important quality of any leader, “a person 
whom others will follow to a place they would never go alone” (12). 
Scripture also teaches that leadership can be learned. Joshua exemplified learned 
leadership. When Moses led the children of Israel as far as God permitted him, Joshua 
stepped in and completed the mission. Joshua was a student of leadership under Moses’ 
capable tutelage and affirmed the importance of leaders reproducing other leaders. 
Maxwell teaches, “The degree of a leader’s success is directly proportionate to hisher 
ability to multiply influence” (Developing 93). The most important thing a pastoral 
leader can do is to find as many ways as possible to reproduce hisher influence. 
The relationship between pastoral leadership style and church growth is also 
grounded in the New Testament. The Great Commission mandates the church to 
experience both’qualitative and quantitative growth. Jesus said, “Go therefore and make 
disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and the Son and the 
Holy Spirit and teaching them to observe all that I commanded you” (Matt. 28:18-20). 
Christ expected his disciples to lead the church to experience dynamic growth. 
The particular leadership styles that led to the successes of men like Peter and 
Paul seem noteworthy. Biblical narratives portray both men as able and gifted leaders 
fully committed to building the New Testament church. Peter obeyed the Holy Spirit in 
taking the message of salvation to the Gentiles and opened the door for the Gentiles to 
become Christians (Acts 15). Peter was willing to take risks to ensure the success of the 
early church and that willingness characterized his primary leadership style. His risk- 
taking style of leadership helped propel the New Testament Church to grow at an 
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incredible rate. 
The apostle Paul exemplified a tenacious leadership style that was instrumental in 
helping to open many doors previously closed to the message of Christ and ultimately 
resulted in the unprecedented growth ofthe New Testament Church. It would be difficult 
for anyone to imagine Paul as he envisioned the missionary expansion of the New 
Testament Church saying, “Well, I think this church is about the right size.” That kind of 
thinking does not fit Paul. In fact, “Paul was always looking across the fences of his 
personal comfort zones toward Corinth, toward Rome, toward the whole world beyond. 
He never settled into a safe harbor, because he never forgot what business he was in’- 
the business of relationships [emphasis mine] (H. Miller, Magnetic Church 72). 
The New Testament church grew at an alarming rate when capable leaders, 
transformed by the power of the Holy Spirit, became the catalysts for dynamic church 
growth. Robert Kreitner says, “Catalytic leaders challenge people to achieve 
exceptionally high levels of morality, motivation, and performance” (“Art of 
Leadership”). 
Scripture reaffirms that a definite relationship exists betweer leadership style mid 
church growth. Of course, Jesus serves as the preeminent example of such leadership. 
His particular style embraces the model of reproduction beginning with small group 
discipleship (e.g., the twelve disciples) and culminating with the sending out of the 
seventy-two to change the world. Looking closely at Christ’s leadership style as well as 
the styles of those he called and equipped, it is no wonder the Word of God spread and 
the number of disciples increased rapidly (Acts 6:7). 
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Methodology and Instrumentation 
This research project was a descriptive, correlational study that utilized a 
researcher-designed instrument to identify the pastoral leadership style(s) best suited to 
lead the church to experience dynamic growth. 
Population and Sample 
The population for this study included all Nazarene churches (e.g., 4,532 
churches) located in the United States. I derived the sample (e.g., 120 churches) based on 
the following criteria: First, the thirty largest churches in each of the four size categories 
(e.g., c 50; 50-99; 100-249; and 2 250), and secondly, the study’s definition of dynamic 
growth, “churches that have experienced greater than 25 percent growth in average 
worship attendance in the last five years.” 
Data Collection 
In all, 1 17 Nazarene pastors completed a researcher-designed, self-administered 
survey. I followed standard survey procedures in administering the instrument over a 
time period of eight weeks. 
Delimitations and-Generalizability 
Evaluating the relationship between pastoral leadership style and church growth in 
Nazarene churches should prove beneficial. In evaluating the primary leadership styles of 
those leading the thirty largest churches in each of the four church size categories, I was 
able to delimit or circumscribe the boundaries of this study. Then, I can generalize to 
other Nazarene churches seeking to experience growth afler first identifying the primary 
leadership style best suited to lead a Nazarene church to experience growth. 
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Overview of the Dissertation 
Chapter 2 anchors the study in the ongoing flow of related research and literature. 
Chapter 3 focuses on the design of the study. In Chapter 4, the findings of the study will 
be reported. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation with a summary of the findings 
and their interpretation. 
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CHAPTER 2 
PRECEDENTS IN LITERATURE 
The most often asked question of pastors of growing churches seemed to focus on 
the leader’s primary style of leadership, In this study, the research centered on the 
primary leadership style(s) and essential leadership practices that characterized pastors of 
growing churches. 
Most church growth experts differ regarding the most important factors 
contributing to church growth, but all agreed that pastoral leadership is perhaps the most 
important element in church growth success. Peter Wagner said, ”Make no mistake about 
it, most church growth starts with pastoral leadership . . . if called upon to name the key 
to church growth, it would be pastoral leadership” (Leading Your Church 46). 
My goal in this chapter was to identify the most prevalent leadership styles and 
practices that define growth-oriented pastors. The Leadership Styles Survey (LSS), a 
researcher-designed instrument served to identify the pastoral leadership style(s) best 
suited to lead the Nazarene church to experience growth. The LSS identified four 
pastoral leadership styles (e.g., CEO, coach, cheerleader, and catalyst) and eight 
corresponding leadership practices: 
Understands leadership as influence; 
Initiates versus enables in ministry; 
Envisions a bright and shared future; 
Committed to the organization’s future growth; 
Delegates pastoral authority and responsibility; 
Develops and reproduces other leaders; 
Innovative agent of intentional change; and, 
Catalyzes the church into action for growth. 
I have adapted the leadership styles and corresponding practices from Kouzes and 
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Posner’s book, The LeadershiQ Challenge. The CEO-leads the way. The Cheerleader- 
inspires the vision. The Coach-develops others to lead. The Catalyst-transfoms the 
process. 
CEO-Leads the Way 
This type of leader understands leadership as influence, and initiates versus 
enables in ministry. 
Understands Leadership as the Ability to Influence 
This type of pastor leads the way while influencing others along the way. This 
results in the church experiencing dynamic growth. This type of leader has the ability to 
understand and implement principles of effective leadership. Neil Wiseman states, 
“There are three requirements needed for any church desiring growth-the first is 
leadership [original emphasis], the second is LEADERSHIP [original emphasis], and the 
third is LEADERSHIP” [original emphasis] (27). 
Many descriptions and definitions of leadership abound, but I like the following 
definition by Elmer Towns, “First, leadership is influence [original emphasis]; and 
second, leadership is plural ”[original emphasis] (2  14). Almost ever jhng a pastor dws 
influences his people, so almost everything he/she is relates to leadership in the church 
(2 15). 
Stan Toler stated, “In a growing congregation, the ‘cutting-edge’ leader 
understands that leadership is the ability to influence” [emphasis mine] (74). Maxwell 
writes, “If you think you are leading and turn around to find that no one is following, then 
you are not leading-people do what they see . . . they will forget the pastor’s sermons but 
follow in his or her footsteps (“People See” 70). 
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What kind of leaders will people follow? What specific leadership style(s) have 
the potential to motivate followers to be the Church? One survey’s results indicated that 
people are looking for a servant-leader who inspires others to follow (Barna, 
“Leadership” 2). 
The leader who inspires others to follow truly understands leadership in terms of 
influence. Simply put, “leadership is the ability to influence others,” (Barton 67) and the 
first component pastoral leaders need to understand and begin to assimilate into their 
work as church builders is to understand leadership as influence. Toler agreed, “An 
effective pastor-leader learns how to follow God’s leadership and teaches his or her 
congregation how to be effective followers as well’’ (44). 
Ruth Barton in her article, “On Being A Leader”, cited Stephen Covey’s 
distinction between primary and secondary greatness: 
Secondary greatness is leadership that relies on human influence, 
strategies, and tactics to get what it wants. It focuses on technique, and 
may prove successful in the short run, but over time it can result in 
duplicity that breeds distrust. Primary greatness, on the other hand, is 
related to the strength of the person’s character. It inspires others to 
follow. Too often, young leaders set their sights on secondary greatness- 
wealth, position, and public recognition without payingthe price in terms 
of character development. We set young leaders up for a fall if we 
encourage them to envision what they can do before they consider the kind 
of person they should be. (68) 
Leaders of growing churches recognize that a leader can lead others only to the 
extent that he or she can influence them (Bennis and Nanus 19). Leaders who can 
influence others will continue to lead the church to greater numerical and spiritual 
heights. They forge ahead discovering newer and more creative ways that will enable the 
traditional church to grow. They realize that success begins with the understanding that 
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leadership is really all about influence. Thus, influence becomes the basis upon which 
every other attribute builds. It is the key variable ensuring dynamic growth in the 
traditional church (Chaney 5 14). 
Kreitner, professor of management at Arizona State University and the keynote 
speaker for the Church of the Nazarene’s K-Church Project, defined leadership as “the 
capacity and will to rally men and women to a common purpose, and the character which 
inspires confidence” (“Art of Leadership”). 
Oswald Sanders, a renowned leadership authority, offered this insight: “An 
effective leader is one who knows the road, who can keep ahead, and who can pull others 
after him” (25). The leader who would lead the church to experience growth must be one 
who understands influence. 
This truth really became clear to me while serving as an associate pastor on the 
staff of a growing Nazarene church (e.g., 1 OOO+ members). The senior pastor’s 
influencing style of leadership helped move that congregation from a lifelong history of 
maintenance ministry to a congregation capable of experiencing new, dynamic growth. 
Some denominational groups have researched and documented the relatiomEp 
between pastoral leadership and church growth. The findings of one such study in 1985 
by the United Presbyterians concluded: “Growing churches are always characterized by 
influential pastoral leadership, the decisive factor for the growth potential of any church” 
(Chaney 5 16). Influential leadership often results in turn around growth (516). 
Many factors contribute to churches experiencing dynamic growth, but one of the 
most important centers on pastoral leaders who understand leadership in terms of 
influence. Maxwell teaches that influential leadership is the first principle of church 
growth (Developing 94). The end result is simple: qualitative and quantitative church 
growth begins and ends with leadership understood and enacted in terms of influence. 
The leader who recognizes leadership success in terms of influence functions as a 
leader first, then manager. The problem, however, is that most organizations are under 
led and over managed (C. Miller 158). 
Many pastors and church growth experts frequently use the term leader and 
manager synonymously. Contemporary organizational theory, however, suggests there 
are some important differences between these two terms. For one thing, every manager 
needs to be a leader, but not every leader needs to be a manager (Maxwell, “Practics” 60). 
Leadership and management can hardly be separated; yet, they are not the same. 
Broadly speaking, leadership is seeing that the right things are done; management, on the 
other hand, is concerned with doing things the right way (Shawchuck and Heuser 22). 
Aubrey Malphurs wrote, “The basic difference between leadership and management is 
that the former strives to accomplish change, while the latter seeks to control. Leadership 
seeks to help the ministry organization not only survive but thrive by coping with 
tremendous change” (Developing 19 1). 
George insists that leadership must come first. Genuine leadership incorporates 
concepts, vision, and overall direction. Once these are established, management ensures 
that it is done (“Leadership”). Ted Engstrom explained leadership as a function of the 
relationship between persons, those in charge and those who voluntarily follow. 
Leadership both shapes and is shaped by those who follow (1 9). 
Ralph Neighbour insists that leadership must accurately perceive where the people 
are now and see their potential for the future. Genuine leadership then takes steps to 
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motivate them to move ahead (33). The pastoral leader should always remain out in front 
of the people but not too far. This enables himher to both see the possibilities others fail 
to see and to change the people’s perspective to fit these possibilities (Wagner, Leading 
Your Church 87). 
Management, however, is different. Kreitner points out, “While leadership is 
based on concepts, vision, and faith, management operates with realistic perspectives, 
facts, and functions” (Management 267). Leadership cares about effectiveness while 
management cares about efficiency. Leadership decides where we are going while 
management figures out how to get there (“Art of Leadership”). 
Wagner defined leadership as the special ability that God gives leaders to set goals 
for the future and to communicate these goals to others in such a way that they willingly 
work together for the glory of God (Leading. Your Church 87). Management, on the other 
hand, is the special ability enabling the leader to understand the immediate and long- 
range goals and to devise and execute effective plans to accomplish those goals (88- 
Regarding leadership and management, Joel Barker stated that many managers at the top 
are not leading. “Too often we call great managers, leaders. In addjtion, we have to be 
careful with that word leader. Some manage their present paradigms brilliantly but do not 
know how to lead their organizations to the next paradigm” (1 3). 
I have discovered in studying the various leaders of growing churches that few 
pastors are pure leaders or pure managers. Most are a mix of the two differing styles 
designed to motivate or influence followers. One expert compares leadership and 
management this way: Pastors who tend toward the leader profile, whether or not they 
also are managers, will most likely be church growth pastors. Those who prefer a 
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management style, tend to be maintenance-oriented pastors. Making sure the church 
functions smoothly and harmoniously is usually where the manager dwells (Engstrom 54- 
55). 
Initiates Versus Enables in Ministry 
The CEO type of leader has also cultivated and honed the ability to initiate versus 
enable in ministry. The initiating style of leadership is becoming one of the most popular 
pastoral leadership styles to emerge in the modem church growth movement (George, 
“Leadership”). 
_.. 
The antithesis of initiating leadership is the enabler leadership style. This style of 
leadership was widely acclaimed in theological seminaries during the late 1970s. Lyle 
Schaller, however, suggests the enabling role has some limitations: 
First, it requires a pastor with a high energy level who has special gifts in 
helping others recognize their own gifts and talents. Second, it requires a 
high level of competence in a wide range of skills. Third, it requires a 
tremendous amount of time in one-to-one contacts, thus limiting its 
effectiveness either to churches with fewer than two hundred members or 
to those larger churches content to have a large number of inactive 
members. Finally, this leadership style rarely results in significant 
numerical growth in congregations with more than two hundred members. 
(“What If It” 110) 
One of the most common church growth myths states that the best pastors are 
enablers or facilitators. According to Lyle Schaller, “This is true in small 
congregations-they want a loving shepherd. For congregations of more than 125 
people, an initiating leader is called for” (“Debunking” 19). 
Wagner suggests the enabler model for ministry is fast becoming unpopular in the 
United States. When refemng to the explosive growth currently experienced in Korean 
churches, he says, “Enabling [original emphasis] pastors have never been popular in 
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Korea and that is one reason (among others) why their churches are growing so much 
faster than American churchesyy (“Your Church” 84). 
For churches to experience growth, the senior pastor must shift from an enabling 
to an initiating style of ministry. Most pastors have discovered that when they perform 
solely as enablers, the role requires a tremendous amount of time, thus limiting overall 
effectiveness (Schaller, “What If It” 11 1). 
The majority of pastors in growing churches agreed that pastoral leadership in 
growing churches demands a drastic shift from the pastor as enabler to initiator. John 
Vaughn said, “The enabler concept defining the pastoral role tends to be an inreach 
[emphasis mine] versus an outreach [emphasis mine] leadership role” (75). The enabler 
serves the small church well, but that is not what the people in the big churches want or 
need. The big church needs a leader who is willing and able to be an initiating [original 
emphasis] leader ” (Schaller, Senior Minister 103). 
Pastoral leadership must demonstrate the ability to shift to an initiating leadership 
style realizing the church’s future depends on this critical shift in the leader’s philosophy 
of leadership. Moving the church forward and leading it to experience dynamic gmxth 
requires recognizing the church can never move forward without the leader abandoning 
the enabling style of leadership. 
Church growth depends on the leader’s ability to initiate such growth. The 
biggest challenge and opportunity facing most churches, Rick Warren believes, is to turn 
an audience into an army (qtd. in Hunter, Secular People 158). Initiating leaders 
accomplish this through recruiting, training, equipping, and deploying laity for the work 
of ministry. 
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The Cheerleader-Inspires the Vision 
This type of leader envisions a bright and shared future, and is committed to the 
church’s growth versus maintenance ministry. 
Envisions a Bright and Shared Future 
The visionary leader envisions a bright and shared future. George Bama states, 
“vision for ministry is a clear mental image of a preferable future imparted by God to His 
chosen servants and is based upon an accurate understanding of God, self and 
 circumstance^^^ (Power of Vision 28). The future belongs to visionary leaders because 
they will define the future. The power of God working through churches led by 
visionaries causes the future to become reality (33). 
Pastors desiring to lead the church to experience growth must develop focus early 
on by planning for the future. Maxwell writes, “There is no more powerful engine 
driving an organization toward excellence and long-range success than an attractive, 
worthwhile, and achievable vision of the future, widely shared” (Developing 183). 
Churches grow by planning for their future, deciding what future achievement they 
intend, laying the stepping stones to get there, and implementing the plans” (Hunter, 
Suread 35). 
In the book The Leadership Challenge, Kouzes and Posner defined leadership as 
the art of mobilizing others to want to struggle for shared aspirations (30). People want 
leaders who can motivate them to volunteer their energies toward a collective effort. 
Such leadership, however, requires vision and the courage to lead the organization toward 
that realization of the vision-even when the way is uncertain (Shawchuck and Heuser 
16). 
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Growing congregations more often than not possess visionary leaders. SchalIer 
believes that one of the many sources of passivity in congregations is an excessively 
strong past-orientation. When that is the diagnosis, the obvious response is to build a 
strong future-orientation (Activating 107). 
Effective leadership includes visioning. The minister must [emphasis mine] 
provide the congregation with a vision of what can be. The pastor must be the visionary 
who looks to the kture and helps the people dream dreams (Bloede 31). Robert Cueni 
says, “The vision not only describes the present but also points to the desired 
destination-by becoming the church’s road map, the vision helps determine destiny as 
well as describe present reality” (qtd. in Bloede 3 1).  
One of the most important leadership practices implemented by a growth-oriented 
leader is the ability to cast a corporate vision, one that envisions a bright and shared 
future. Shawchuck and Heuser stated, “The church must live out of a vision, which 
originates with the senior pastor and church leaders, and is announced and advocated by 
the senior pastor-that keeps the church focused on Christ and generates a pervasive 
attitude of enthusiasm and defines the uniqueness of that church” (1 ’1 4). 
Bama challenged us, “Vision is a gift bestowed on some leaders who generally 
rise to positions of leadership and authority. Vision must be communicated. The key to 
making vision useful is for its possessor to share it with those who do not possess it, but 
who can support it” (Marketing 81). George says, “Your ability to provide leadership to 
your church is directly connected to how you envision a preferred future and then 
effectively communicate that goal to your constituency” (How to Break 28). 
One of the leading questions often raised in church growth circles asks: “Why 
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have some churches become so large in recent years?” Schaller insists the reason is not 
location or favorable demographics, but the transformational leadership by a visionary 
pastor who knows how to rally people in support of a cause (Seven-Day 58). 
Transformational leaders have a clear, focused vision, and can communicate that 
vision to others in a way that influences them to become followers. This gift is necessary 
for anyone who desires to change churches because it takes gifted leaders to move 
churches off plateaus or to turn around declining churches. Usually these churches are 
without vision. They need a visionary leader who can cultivate a profound, positive 
vision of the fhture (Malphurs, Developing 43). 
When effective pastors lead from their own visions, they are energized for 
ministry. But for the entire congregation to be energized for ministry requires the dream 
and the vision to be caught and shared by all (Crandall 114). The pastor needs to be a 
leader who helps to see the vision for the congregation, and then gives leadership in 
moving toward that vision (Mathison 103). 
Many church growth experts define the leaders of growing churches as unusual 
men and women of vision, rare individuals who hear and see what the masses of 
leadership fail to hear or see (Drucker 17). It is vital for pastors to have a good idea of 
what matters most because not everything does matter. Many pastors have painfully 
learned that vision involves risk. The familiar phrase, “No pain, no gain” could well 
identify visionary leaders; “no risk, no growth.” Unless the pastor has a clear mental 
picture of where the church is going, and is willing to take risks getting there, few will 
want to follow. 
Visionary leadership always looks ahead (Ostling 63). The vision-oriented leader 
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possesses a clear and compelling vision for the future and the ability to articulate the 
church's vision and effectively chart its course for the future. A visionary leader can see 
the whole picture, and can envision the end result. 
Walt Disney exemplified visionary leadership. He saw past the old rules of 
entertainment and conceived a totally new way. No doubt many criticized Disney for his 
Disneyland idea, and yet we now look at it as a masterful creation. Bama testified that 
unless God's people [leaders] have a clear understanding of where they are headed, the 
probability of a successhl journey is severely limited (Power of Vision 11). 
The first requirement for building tomorrow's Church is a vision of God. 
Dreaming about and planning the future of the church requires leaders and followers to 
think reflectively about the future both spiritually and organizationally. The church is 
much more likely to have a future and one that the pastor believes is right if leaders start 
now to create and shape the unknown. The present and future church will be bankrupt 
without vision. According to Russell Breholdt, "A pastor and congregation collectively 
have to imagine the fkture and having imagined it, create it." 
Consider a definition of a strategic vision: "A redistic,cre&ble, attractive f;;t;lre 
for an organization. It is an articulation of a destination toward which your organization 
should aim, a future that in important ways is better, more successhl or more desirable 
than the present" (Breholdt). 
Some people have a gift for being visionary, but they are not widespread in the 
population. An effective leader does not have a vision just because he or she has an idea. 
Nor does a leader have to have a gift for vision or be the author of it. Vision can come 
from various sources, but the leader should be the primary canier of the vision-xasting 
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and explaining (Breholdt). 
Most pastors would agree that vision statements by themselves do not produce 
transformation or make the vision a reality. Visions are not something people really 
understand. Articulating a compelling vision and building commitment around it is the 
beginning of the journey, not the end. The challenge is to articulate the vision in every 
aspect of the church. 
Ultimately vision must be real, meaninghl and shared with those involved. There 
are no short cuts to building a truly shared vision. A combination of vision and execution 
bears fmit. Having just a vision is not enough to create the future for any church. 
The visionary leader understands that the real vision comes from God to the leader 
who in turn passes it on to the people. The man or woman of God must have insight into 
things spiritual and must be able to interpret the vision granted and then, pass the vision 
on to the people of God (Maxwell, “Catalyzing”). 
No doubt the leader’s vision for the church must come from God and be God’s 
directive for the hture of the church. God’s vision for the church must become the 
primary focus of every pastor desiring to lead the church to experience growth, 
Moreover, it must be the pastor, above anyone else, who articulates the vision for the 
people (Parro 20). 
The pastor who becomes a visionavy leader rather than implementing someone 
else’s vision is freed to articulate the church’s vision for the future. Wagner said, “Real 
visionary leadership places the pastor in the role of goal-setter [original emphasis] rather 
than enabler [original emphasis]. The enablerjust sits back and allows the initiative for 
the future to come from the people in the pews” (LeadinP Your Church 22). 
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To provide solid leadership for dynamic church growth, the pastor must help 
create a vision for growth and a climate for growth to occur. Pastoral leadership that 
helps shape the vision, in turn, facilitates growth. Thus it becomes critical that the 
visionary Ieader be adept in articulating the church’s vision in new and creative ways, 
uncanny in hisher ability to keep the vision before the people. 
Relating this principle to the church’s search for a pastoral leader capable of 
leading the church to experience growth, Schuller says, “The church needs a leader who 
can challenge the laity to a greater vision of a new tomorrow.” Bama challenged leaders, 
“Vision concentrates on the fbture. It focuses on thinking ahead rather than on dwelling 
upon or seeking to replicate the past” (Power of Vision 30). People can sense the power 
of the leader’s passionate vision. 
The vision of the pastor must be a passionate matter. It must be held with 
a faith and hope that go to the root of one’s being. Many people obtain a 
theological education, and many can learn to do exegesis. Speaking skills 
can be refined and administrative techniques mastered. But no formal 
education can teach a heart to have a vision. Vision is caught not taught. 
It is a gift of God, not a programmed result from a seminary or conference. 
It is a call from God felt in one’s bones, and it is utterly essential to fulfill 
the role of vision bearer. (Buttry 87-88) 
Leaders of growing churches understand the prophetic mandate, “where there is 
no vision, the people perish” (Prov. 29: 18, KJV). 
Committed to the Church’s Future Growth 
Another quality indicative of the style of leadership best suited to lead the church 
to growth is the pastoral leader’s commitment to the church’s kture  growth. One of the 
primary reasons why many traditional churches fail to experience growth is linked to a 
security with the status quo; a survival versus growth mindset. Buttry states, “A survival 
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mentality is a spiritual disease, a congregational cancer that is life threatening to the body 
of Christ in the form of a local church” (1 7). 
Pastors of stagnant or declining churches are often content with the status quo. In 
these type churches, people have viewed risk-taking as an opportunity to fail rather than 
the chance to experience a breakthrough. On the other hand, pastoral leaders in growing 
churches succeed because they are willing to take measured risks (Bama, User 182). 
In declining churches, the churches’ growth potential is negligible. More often 
than not, this is true because these churches have continued to live in the past: conducting 
ministry as always and prefening the comfort of stability to the discomfort of growth 
(Barna User 182). Maxwell teaches that churches committed to maintenance or merely 
survival reduce the chances of ever experiencing growth. According to Maxwell, “A 
leader who loves the status quo soon becomes a follower” (Developina60). 
Churches and leaders submerged in long-tern maintenance ministry expend time, 
resources and energy in maintenance rather than programming to meet needs. Typically, 
these type churches never experience growth. 
Churches organized for maintenance hope only to survive. George Hunter offered 
a clear and shocking profile of churches headed nowhere, those entrenched in 
maintenance and/or survival mindsets (“Church Growth”): 
9 Refuse to adopt the pastor’s vision strategies for the church; 
9 Characterized by transfer growth versus conversion growth; 
9 Primary focus no longer centered on winning the lost; 
9 Prayer no longer remains their highest priority; 
9 Self-satisfied and comfortable; 
9 Perpetuate yesterday and continue to live there; 
9 Organized for maintenance versus growth; 
9 Higher priorities associated with buildings, properties, etc.; 
9 No sense of excitement about the future; 
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3 No respect for clergy in general; 
3 See the pastor as a chaplain to be all things to all people; 
3 Pastor becomes the congregation’s scapegoat; 
3 Failure to realize that sheep make sheep not the shepherd. 
Wagner says, “Leaders of these type churches are more suited as managers 
committed to maintenance rather than leaders committed to growth” (Leading Your 
Church 57). Maintenance type leaders never challenge the status quo. In growing 
churches, however, the leaders refuse to enter into maintenance ministry contracts 
(Schaller, “Growth Means Change” 68). These leaders forge ahead blazing new trails 
designed to meet the real needs of real people. They can see the whole picture, and allow 
the past to inform the present but never dictating the church’s present or future 
methodology (68). 
The growth-oriented leader understands and implements effective leadership 
principles during the various transitions in the life of a growing church. Jerry Sheveland 
insists the church’s journey from survival to experiencing dynamic growth requires that 
the church experience at least ten transitions: 
P The leadership style of the senior pastor must transition from manager 
P The pastoral staff members must transition from shepherds to ranchers. 
3 The fellowship structure must transition from a family model to a 
community of families. 
3 The governing structure must transition from a decentralized democracy 
to a centralized republic. 
P The ministry structure must transition from a centralized ministry to 
decentralized ministries. 
3 The sociocultural makeup of the congregation must transition from a 
homogeneous community to multiple homogeneous communities. 
3 The quality of the preaching and programming must transition from 
pretty good to excellent. 
3 The business and ministry administration must transition from 
voluntary committees to staff specialists. 
3 The ”Parish Nature” of the congregation must transition from a 
to a visionary-catalyst 
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community church to a regional church. 
vi sion-driven . 
h And the leadership team must transition from being program driven to 
The growth-oriented leader never allows the constituency to become complacent 
or comfortable in the present but always challenges the church’s vision for the future 
(Neighbour 17). In prioritizing to always keep the church’s growth potential before the 
people, this leader never allows the church to remain or become entrenched in 
maintenance ministry. 
Scripture addresses the concern that exists for churches that remain or become 
comfortable in maintenance ministry. Jesus rebuked the church at Laodicea, a church that 
had grown complacent in simply maintaining. Scripture records that Christ detested this 
church; it sickened him (Rev. 3: 15-1 6). 
Historically, once the church loses its vision for the future, it becomes easy prey to 
the clutches of maintenance ministry, but leadership geared to growth educates and 
challenges the church regarding the dangers of complacency and how to avoid this trap 
inherent in the majority of churches. 
Perhaps one of the most creative ways the pastor accomplishes this task is through 
the preparation of solid mission and vision statements. This, combined with clear-cut 
goals and objectives, helps to strategically position the church to experience dynamic 
growth (Galloway, 20/20 Vision 20). Pastoral leaders of growing churches insisted that 
clear objectives are crucial to the effectiveness of any organization, especially the church 
(Kreitner “The Art of Leadership”). 
A steady focus on objectives prevents the church from drifting off course and 
slipping into maintenance modes of operation-clear-cut goals and objectives enable the 
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church not only to do the right things [efficiency] but to do things right (effectiveness] ” 
(Warren, “Turning an Audience’?. Hunter said, “Clear objectives flow from the mission 
statement, are consistent with it, and turn strategic planning from a general into a specific 
process” (To Spread 201). 
The following example shows how clear objectives flowed from one church’s 
written mission statement preventing the church from drifting off course and slipping into 
a maintenance mindset. 
We are committed to becoming an authentic biblical community of faith 
that transforms people through the work of the Holy Spirit into fully 
devoted and developed followers of Christ (Acts 2:47-49). We are 
committed to focusing on the Great Commandment (Matthew 22:37-40), 
and Great Commission (Matthew 28: 19-20) in a balanced and effective 
way. We are committed to presenting Christ in a compelling, creative, 
caring, and contemporary way to both believers and pre-Christians through 
worship, fellowship, discipleship, ministry, and evangelism. 
In fulfilling this church’s mission, the four basic objectives are: 
> Commitment to Christ (Knowing Christ)-We want people to receive 
Christ and experience forgiveness and new life in Him. 
> Commitment to Spiritual Growth (Growing in Christ)--We want believers to 
become established and grow to maturity in their faith. 
> Commitment to Ministry (Serving Christ)-We want Christians to serve God by 
serving others with the gifts and talents God has given them. 
> Commitment to Servant Leadership (Sharing Christ)--We want to develop 
leaders of leaders who will impact their community for Jesus Christ. 
Pastors of growing churches have not opted for maintenance ministry or business 
as usual. Instead, they have developed solid missionhision statements with clear goals 
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and objectives. These diligent leaders have produced new and creative strategies 
designed to lead the established church to experience growth. 
The Coach-Empowers Others to Act 
This type of leader not only delegates authority and responsibility but also 
develops and reproduces other leaders. 
Delegates Pastoral Authority and Responsibility 
The coach-type of leader equips and empowers others to act on hisher behalf. 
People become empowered when the leader provides them with three things: opportunity, 
freedom, and security (Maxwell, Developing 187). One of the keys to empowerment has 
been the leader’s willingness and initiative to delegate both authority and responsibility. 
All too often pastoral leaders delegate responsibility but not authority or vice 
versa. One of the criticisms of pastors of smaller traditional churches has been that they 
are ill equipped to delegate (George, “Leadership’?. The proper delegation of authority 
and responsibility is one of the most critical skills that pastors must learn to facilitate a 
church growth strategy (Nelson 43). 
Maxwell teaches that delegation is the most powerful too! leaders have; i t  
increases their individual productivity as well as the productivity of their department or 
organization. Leaders who can’t or won’t delegate create a bottleneck to productivity 
(Developing 169). Pastors trained to shepherd the flock, always available and always 
responsive to every call, often have difficulty in delegating to individuals and groups. 
In fast-growing churches the leader recognizes the limitations inherent in leading 
a growing church especially one on the verge of experiencing dynamic growth. This type 
of leader has learned the significance of delegation that includes both authority and 
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responsibility. The most important functions of the senior pastor are to give leadership to 
the congregation, to lead worship, and to mentor lay leadership and staff persons 
(Mathison 103). 
I have discovered, as the pastor of an established church, that delegation often 
includes the authority and responsibility to make decisions even when I am not available. 
The fact that I trust the people must replace the desire. to be in on every decision. John Ed 
Mathison, the senior pastor at Frazier Memorial United Methodist Church wrote, “The 
pastoral staff at Frazier communicates to lay people that when they assume a position of 
leadership, they are truly given the freedom to lead” (70). 
Pastoral leaders must possess the willingness to delegate authority and 
responsibility. Schaller said that this often includes the authority to make a decision the 
pastoral leader might not completely endorse (“What If It” 1 10). 
No one seems to know who firstsaid, “I try to arrange my life so that I don’t even 
have to be present.” Undoubtedly this person had learned one of the great principles of 
leadership. Herb Miller defined delegation of authority: “The leader’s volume of 
accomplishment is limited only by the ability to attract Intelligent, energetic people who 
believe in the pastor’s goals-then delegate to them the authority necessary to complete 
the parts for which they are gifted” (“Net Results” 38). 
The idea that the pastor maximizes time and energy through proper delegation of 
authority and responsibility has raised the spiritual tail feathers of many established 
church members. History has shown, however, that everyone suffers if the leader wastes 
time and energy on efforts not essential to the mission and vision of the church. Elmer 
Towns reminds leaders, “The pastor’s task is to inspire and motivate people to do the 
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work of the church and to delegate pastoral authority and responsibility to them to insure 
the mission’s success” (38). 
Those committed to the art of delegating authority and responsibility must 
continue fostering the idea that a pastor’s job is not to meet everyone’s needs but to see 
that everyone’s needs are met (Sanders 19). The pastoral leader who frees self through 
the appropriate use of delegation is wise. When delegation of authority and responsibility 
is exercised from a right motive, leaders can more easily into uncharted territory with 
great confidence. 
Leaders of growing churches have realized, “A well mobilized laity force which 
has discovered, developed, and is using all the spiritual gifts for growth is eager and 
willing to share in the responsibilities with the pastor” (Wagner, Leading Your Church 
36). 
Develops and Reproduces Other Leaders 
This particular leadership practice could very well be the key to any church 
experiencing growth. Maxwell stated, “Great leaders-the truly successful ones who are 
in the top one percent-all have one thing in common. They know that you eannot dcr it - 
alone. If you really want to be a successful leader, you must develop other leaders around 
you” (Developinp 2). Leaders who mentor potential leaders multiply their effectiveness 
(10). 
Unsurprisingly effective leaders both create and catch. Put another way, “they 
empower others to translate intention into reality and sustain it” (Bennis and Nanus, 80). 
Someone else has said, “The true leader is not someone who can do the work of ten 
persons but someone who can organize ten persons to do the work of ten persons 
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(Galloway, 20/20 87). 
In a growing church, the pastor inspires and empowers the laity to fblfill their 
personal ministry in and through their local church and in the world; it is the 
responsibility of the pastor to enable and equip them. Lay ministry is not merely another 
program-it is a mindset of the local church, and it is a primary biblical principle (Toler 
63). 
In a growing church, the pastor is a force multiplier. He/she ministers to people 
who in turn minister to others. “Then, and only then, does the church become a place of 
participants-partners in ministry rather than an arena of spectators. In this environment, 
the pastor and laity work side by side to recruit and train others to lead, who in turn 
recruit and train participants, who perform the ministry” (Toler 74). 
The pastoral leader desiring to lead the church to experience growth must be 
capable of developing lay leaders who will eventually take hold of the reins and lead and 
in the process develop and reproduce other leaders. Multiplying leadership or succession 
is one of the key responsibilities of leadership. Ruth Barton said, “At some point the 
most effective thing that you or I will do as leaders is to step aside and let that young 
person we have ‘grown’ take the reins and lead” (70). 
One of the basic reasons why many traditional churches fail to experience growth 
is the fact that the pastoral leader often works alone. The solo type of leader builds the 
church through addition, does everything without help and, unfortunately, does not 
understand why the church does not experience growth. The reason is because this leader 
is pulling all the weight. 
Pastors of growing churches readily admit there is no way their church would 
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experience dynamic growth if the result depended solely upon them. This leader makes it 
clear that dynamic growth depends on the leader’s ability to develop other leaders. 
Leadership, simply put, “is the ability to reproduce the leader’s influence” (Barton 67). 
In 1994, George challenged a group of pastoraI leaders saying, “Dynamic church 
growth depends on everyone working together to develop and reproduce other leaders- 
then we all realize the church’s vision” (“Leadership”). Wagner reminds the leader 
desiring to lead the church to greater growth, “Don’t ever believe you are solely 
responsible for the church’s growth; you are only one member ofa  fantastic team’’ 
(Leading Your Church 62). 
The constituencies in growing churches recognize that no pastoral leader, 
regardless of how gifted, can make a church grow alone. The body of Christ was not 
designed to finction that way. The larger a church grows, the less a share of the total 
workload the pastor can assume (Wagner, Leading Your Church 62). For years, 
traditional expectations were for pastors to do everything. Unfortunately, that mindset led 
to the demise and exit of many clergy from pastoral ministry. 
Pastors of growing churches have realized that the leader’s sphere ofinfl1mze 
reaches only so far. Dale Galloway, in reflecting upon his pilgrimage as a senior pastor of 
a growing congregation, testified, “I am continually reminded that I can only do so much, 
chair so many committee meetings, teach so many Bible studies, prepare so many 
sermons, and disciple so many disciples. My primary sphere of influence extends only so 
far-about as far as I can reach with outstretched arm” (“Developing”). 
The real success stories in pastoral ministry will be determined by leaders electing 
to extend their sphere of influence-leaders who are willing to train, equip, and depIoy 
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others in ministry-the cycle of reproducing other leaders. Galloway said about 
leadership, “Some leaders want to make followers, but I want to make leaders” 
(“Deveioping”). Developing and reproducing other leaders must become the pastoral 
leader’s primary focus if he/she will lead the church to experience dynamic growth. 
The Catalyst-Transforms the Process 
This leader is an innovative agent of intentional change and serves as the primary 
catalyst that moves the church into action for growth. 
Innovative agent of intentional change 
Many have perceived the catalyst-type of leader to be an innovator, an agent of 
intentional change who possesses the ability to transform the process. Kreitner suggests 
that failing companies [declining churches] often fail to experience growth due to the 
organization’s [church ’slfear of change (“The Art of Leadership’?. 
Fear of change has caused even the strongest organizations [churches] to spiral in 
decline, but this need not happen. The decline is not due to change but to the 
organization’s response to it. Indeed, change is a mixture of bane and blessing; at the 
same time it challenges our survival and presents new doorways to the futilre (Shzwclnuck 
and Heuser 165). 
Leaders of growing congregations are innovative agents of intentional change. 
Barker discussed some of the characteristics of what he referred to as paradigm pioneers 
[change agents] saying, “The paradigm shifter is a change agent, and part of the role of a 
change agent is to stir things up. Someone has to catalyze the change process, and change 
agents are designed expressly for this purpose” (qtd. in Malphurs, Pouring New Wine 
71). Skill at initiating change from within an organization will be the critical variable in 
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determining which organizations will be most effective in propagating the gospel to new 
generations in the twenty-first century (Schaller, Strategies for Change 11). 
Agents of change see change as positive-on the other hand, one of the most 
fundamental growth restrictions is change (Sullivan, Ten Steps 13). The pastor must be a 
change agent not just in the revolutionary sense but also in the development, 
coordination, and control of balance in the organization while it undergoes change (92). 
David Ramey writes, “Change has enormous potential to precipitate growth. Balanced 
leaders understand that even unpleasant change can provide experiences for individuals 
and organizations to expand their capabilities, enlarge their vision, and strengthen their 
perspectives to serve their organizations more effectively in the future” (1 79). 
An effective change agent understands the managerial dynamics of change and 
knows the internal necessities for innovation because heishe has experienced them 
(Towns 23). Leaders are learners-until a leader learns the eternal laws of change, he 
cannot produce it in others (Maxwell, “Catalyzing”). 
Barna believes people desire to follow leaders who can direct change in the life of 
the church. Though the majority of people do not necessarily like change, most accept 
that change is necessary and they want a leader who can take them through the process 
into a better future (“Leadership” 1). 
Whether we like to admit it or not, the fact remains that change occurs everyday; 
rules change, people change, and as a result, the church must look at things differently. 
Warren reminds leaders, “The mission never changes but methods do-this is not to say 
that we must change the way we believe, but we have to gear up to the day in which we 
are living” (Purpose 38). 
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The growing church moves through the stages from small to mid to large, and as it 
negotiates these transitions, the mindset of that congregation must change. Toler states, 
“The only way that can happen is if we make some profound changes and quit being 
churches that are institutions run by a bunch of control freaks” (27). 
Many experts believe that one of the most devastating career ending mistakes 
committed by pastors is to make changes during the first year after amving to a new 
church. Schaller disagrees-he challenges pastors to make the most of the honeymoon; 
earn trust, make allies, and initiate overdue change (“Debunking” 19). 
Perhaps the most difficult and certainly the most demanding change for any leader 
requires moving from the stance of pastor-preacher-shepherd to becoming a skilled and 
effective agent of intentional change. This requires a high level of skill as well as a 
change in the allocation of time and energy (George, “Leadership”). 
In the arena that pits the dynamics of change and church growth against the 
establishment, the pastor quickly learns how easy it is for the local church to settle down 
and become too comfortable with the status quo. With the exception of a small number 
of rapidly growing churches, a basic generalization is often 0-verhokdwheii church 
growth strategies are discussed. That generalization is that dynamic numerical growth 
almost invariably involves change (Schaller, “Growth Means Change” 13). 
Dynamic church growth means change. Dynamic church growth is more than 
simply strategies and techniques; most important of all, it involves a willingness to pay 
the price of change. Many churches stop growing when the cost of change becomes too 
high, when leaders and followers stand unwilling to pay the price for change (Schaller, 
“Pricetags for Growth” 12 1). 
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As the pastoral leader reflects on the changes that are a predictable consequence 
of a good strategy for church growth, he/she must recognize that the window for making 
changes will not last forever. Any congregation, especially an established church, reaches 
a saturation point when even minor adjustments become disruptive. Joel Beukema 
challenged pastoral leaders just moving to a new congregation: “DO all you can before the 
window closes” (63). 
Organizational theorists teach that any organizational change requires dynamic 
leadership, and since there is always a hefty price involved in church growth, pastors 
must align their leadership style to compensate. Wagner strongly urged leaders to take a 
directive role in organizational change (Leading; Your Church 101). 
The effective pastoral leader is more often than not an initiator of change, an 
innovator, an agent of intentional change (Shelley 12). This type of leader understands 
that church growth results from change and is not only open to the possibilities of change, 
but usually causes it (Thompson 23). 
Leaders of dynamic, growing churches are innovators who envision change as 
necessary and good and know that without it growth would almost certainly rzmain a h g  
shot (Ostling 63). Schaller stated, “One of the most important responsibilities of effective 
pastoral leadership is the willingness to serve as innovators of change even when change 
will not be universally popular” (“What If It” 109). 
Innovative leaders know how futile it is for any church to consider moving 
forward without first considering needed change(s). These leaders also understand the 
dynamics involved in change and the polemic orientations to change. Some leaders make 
change for change’s sake, and some shy away from change in any shape, form, or fashion 
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(Lee 173) 
The pastoral leader acting as an innovator or initiator of change is not one to make 
change simply for the sake of change nor is this leader easily intimidated in challenging 
the status quo. On the contrary, this leader views life as always in a constant state of flux 
and boldly addresses the critical issues relevant to dynamic church growth. Robert Dale 
said, “The innovator is willing to take risks, to break things that are not broken, to push 
the envelope to ensure the church moves forward” (1 13). 
Innovative leaders never seem to shy away fiom asking critical questions such as: 
“What are we to and &?” “Is the change purposeful and dictated by the church’s 
mission and vision?” “Will change be necessary to get us fi-om our present level of 
growth to the next?” “If so, what risks are involved and how can we implement change 
with the least amount of resistance?” 
Just the mere mention of change throws many churches into spiritual tailspins. 
Many followers in such churches seem easily intimidated by and opposed to change. 
Oftentimes their unyielding loyalty to the past serves as a constant threat to the church’s 
present and future. “We’ve never done it that way before” becomes the established 
church’s battle cry (Dale 130). 
Nevertheless, pastoral leadership must recognize that intentional change is 
necessary and critical to the future of any church desiring to experience growth. Leaders 
must realize it will be a difficult task to convince the church’s constituency that church 
growth usually means change. 
There are many common myths regarding purposeful change in the church. Some 
time back I ran across the following illustration at the Intermediate Church Initiative 
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Conferences (ICI) sponsored by the Church of the Nazarene. 
Myths About Change: Realities About Real Change: 
> Change has to hurt 
> Change is a onetime thing 
9 Change is radical 
9 Change must be imposed 
9 Everyone buys into change 
> Everyone likes change 
> Change is inexpensive 
9 Change is for the better 
> Others must change; not me 
> Change is fast 
9 Change will not be resisted 
9 People know how to change 
> Change goes in a straight line 
> People are first to change 
P Change should be fun 
> Change is ongoing 
P Change is incremental 
P Change is self-motivated 
3 Change has to be sold 
P Change is hard 
> Change is expensive 
P Change makes things worse 
P Change must occur in me first 
P Change is slow 
9 Change will be resisted 
P People need skills to change 
P Change zigs and zags 
9 No one likes pioneering 
Many experts contend that change is inevitable and necessary to move the church 
to experience growth-and change demands that pastoral leadership take charge. Wagner 
says, “dynamic church growth means change [emphasis mine] and leaders must realize 
there is sufficient room for such change as dictated by the church’s vision and mission 
(Leading Your Church 72). 
Purposeful change demands a shift in the church’s attitude from an inward to an 
outward focus and a solid vision for the hture. Change must remain of utmost 
importance to the leader because it requires a high level of skill as well as a change in the 
allocation of time and energy (Schaller, Senior Minister 88). 
Leaders of growing churches are willing to take measured risks and upset the 
status quo in order to move the established church to experience dynamic growth. 
Innovative leaders remain flexible and open to change while those geared to maintaining 
the status quo remain inflexible to change and are not growth pastors (Wagner, Leading 
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Your Church 71). 
Primary Catalyst That Moves the Church into Action for Growth 
The catalytic leader serves as the primary agent that moves the church into action 
for growth. Galloway said, “In the American church today there has been a vacuum when 
it comes to having a leader who takes charge. Most church growth experts agree that the 
primary catalyst for growth in a local church is having a strong pastor who will be the 
leader” (20/20 Vision 88). 
Wagner stated that leaders desiring to lead the church beyond what it has become 
accustomed to must become the catalysts for growth if the church is to experience 
dynamic growth (Leading Your Church 127). The catalyst type of leader seems well 
suited to lead the established church to growth and should be considered a top candidate 
for churches desiring growth. 
Unfortunately, the majority of smaller churches do not have catalyst leaders. 
Maxwell believes and teaches that most churches are destined to be small, some 
possessing little or no growth potential whatsoever because they do not have the catalyst 
leader to move the church into action for growth 
In smaller churches, there are many arguments for not experiencing growth: fear 
of failure, disappointment, and frustration stop many small congregations from even 
attempting to grow (Bierly 96). Perhaps the pastors in the small churches desire their 
churches to experience growth, but they are not committed to serve as catalysts for 
growth. 
Many leaders have discovered that just wanting the church to grow is not enough. 
On the other hand, if a church does not want to grow, it will not grow. The combination 
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of desiring the church to grow and strategizing for growth is simply one tangible way of 
applying biblical faith (Wagner, Leading Your Church 52). 
The real dilemma in the majority of smaller churches and the thorn in the flesh for 
the pastors desiring to lead these churches is the fact that some Christians do not want 
their church to experience growth. They are unimpressed by biblical and theological 
arguments for church growth. Somehow the prevailing powers in these churches have 
managed to rationalize that by first taking care of self, the church positions itself to better 
take care of others. Unfortunately when that kind of attitude pervades the church, the 
congregation soon slips into a maintenance andor  survival mode of ministry. 
Many church growth theorists believe the most formidable obstacle to dynamic 
growth in the established church is the pastor who thinks negatively and who is 
pessimistic about growth opportunities. Wesley Nelson in Seven Successful Churches 
advocated that the churches. experiencing dynamic growth have pastoral leaders who are 
possibility thinkers, who strategize for growth and then catalyze the laity into action for 
growth (44). 
These leaders always seem ta promote a positive, healthy, dynamic church gowth 
outlook. They actually plan and strategize for growth. Schuller says, “If you fail to plan 
you plan to fail-dynamic growth occurs only in churches with catalytic leaders who plan 
and assume the responsibility for growth and then move the laity into action for growth.” 
Catalyst leaders look in every direction possible for creative ways to propel the church 
into action for growth (Parro 20). 
Make no mistake about it; the catalyst-type leader of a growing church has been 
traditionally recognized as a strong, aggressive leader, possessing unusual authority. Jack 
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Hayford, senior pastor of the nation’s largest Foursquare Church, the Church on the Way 
in Van Nuys, California said, “There is a desperate need for pastoral leaders who will 
recognize their leadership role and responsibility and commit themselves to it” (qtd. in 
Wagner, Leading Your Church 84). 
Modem researchers attest that pastoral leadership in dynamic growing churches is 
strong and holds unusual authority. They maintain that if a particular church or 
denominational structure enabled the pastor to function as the chairperson, [original 
emphasis] so much the better for dynamic growth (Thompson 24). 
Other experts testify they have never seen a congregation experience dynamic 
growth if its pastor was not the church’s Ieader. Wagner says, “I would not pastor a 
church if I could not be its leader and I would not advise any pastor to accept such a 
position of non-biblical organization (Leading Your Church 102). 
Bama writes, “Successful growing churches invariably have a strongpastor 
[original emphasis] leading the church. Strong [original emphasis] means that the pastor 
is in control and is the true leader. Pastor [original emphasis] refers to one who 
understands the needs of the congregation and provides the necessary vision md spifitml 
guidance. A strongpastor [original emphasis] is one who takes charge of the church 
without breaking the spirit of those who wish to be involved (User 143). 
As we enter the twenty-first century, pastoral leadership seems more and more 
difficult. David Fisher, in his book, The 2 1 St Century Pastor attributed this difficulty in 
large measure to the reduction of the authority of the pastoral office to a mere shadow of 
what it was only a generation or two ago (234). Experts today, however, tend to agree 
that the churches that are experiencing dynamic growth have leaders who possess 
unusual power and authority. 
Another example, Calvary Chapel, Costa Mesa, California averaged over ten 
thousand in weekly worship attendance. The church’s constitution states that its pastor is 
in charge of the church and holds himself accountable directly to the Lord. Further, the 
pastor is the president of the corporation and has the general supervision of the entire 
program and shall perform all necessary duties relating to such supervision (Wagner, 
Leading: Your Church 74). 
Pastors desiring to become strong Ieaders must realize that the path of pastoral 
leadership is rough and rocky. The leadership challenge is filled with potholes, 
dangerous curves, blind spots, steep inclines, soft shoulders, and many obstacles to 
overcome. Oftentimes these challenges either make or break the pastor of the established 
church. 
The diversity of challenges characteristic of growing churches usually brings the 
pastoral leader up against a severe personal crisis experience(s). Many pastoral leaders 
have experienced those heartrending moments when their leadership authority was 
challenged and, it required all their courage and faith to weather some of the stoms Ir! 
pastoral ministry. 
Strong leaders continue to maintain pastoral authority despite the crisis 
experiences associated with leadership. Schuller cautioned leaders who would surrender 
pastoral authority, “The leader must represent aggressive pastoral leadership who knows 
how to lead the church where the people need to go, and how to get the job done.” 
Contemporary leadership theorists support the claim that a definite relationship 
exists between aggressive pastoral leadership and dynamic growth experienced in 
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established congregations. Schuller, one of the leading pastoral leadership experts, 
maintains, “We must continue to emphasize the critical role of the dynamic, aggressive 
pastoral leader who is the primary factor in growing churches.” 
This and other studies support what many experts have always believed: 
“Churches planning for dynamic growth should consider strong aggressive [original 
emphasis] leadership first” (Wagner, Leading Your Church 48). Maxwell teaches, 
“Leadership is the first principle of growth” (Developing 94). The majority of churches 
over time will support strong pastoral leaders who serve as the catalyst to move the 
established church to experience dynamic growth. The result of  this type of leadership is 
positive growth. 
Strong, aggressive pastors do not seem to experience great difficulty in leading the 
church. These types of leaders appear comfortable making the critical decisions that 
come with the position-decisions that oftentimes prove controversial or unpopular. This 
leader’s intent is never to alienate as a result of decision-making, but he/she has realized 
the futility of trying to please everyone. Therefore they refiain fi-om trying to be all things 
to all people (Matt. 21:17). 
The bottom line: Church growth begins and ends with leadership. Effective 
leadership is an awesome responsibility and many pastors shy away from leading their 
churches into growth for fear of failure. But fear of failure remains a psychological 
obstacle causing many pastors to deny they are the important personality responsible for 
church growth. Leaders of growing churches do not shr ink from leading (Wagner, 
Leading Your Church 47). 
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Research Methodology Literature 
William Wiersma’s book, Research Methods in Education, has proved invaluable 
in helping me focus my attention on the design of the study. This resource provided 
tremendous insights and guidance in the following areas: Identifying and stating the 
research problem, the review of related literature, characteristics of good research design, 
formatting the questionnaire, the reliability and validity of the research instrument, 
procedures for obtaining the best response rate, measurement and data collection, use of 
tables, and statistical data analysis. 
Conclusion 
The time devoted to developing a good review of related literature has helped 
pave the way for Chapter 3-The Design of the Study. I would like to recap some of the 
key principles drawn from Chapter 2-the review of literature. First, the most recognized 
leadership style(s) according to the literature review were the coach, catalyst, cheerleader, 
and CEO. Second, these primary leadership styles seemed best suited to serve pastors 
desiring to lead churches to experience growth. Third, pastoral leaders of growing 
churches incorporate essential leadership practices into their primary style of leading, 
These practices include but are not limited to the following: 
> Effective leadership is really all about influence. 
> Pastors of growing churches initiate versus enable in ministry. 
> These leaders effectively cast a vision that can be shared by all. 
9 They are committed to the church’s future growth. 
> They delegate pastoral authority and responsibility. 
> They are in the business of reproducing other leaders. 
9 They are innovative agents of intentionaI change. 
> They serve as the primary catalyst that enables the church to grow. 
In this chapter, I have described the primary leadership styles and essential 
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leadership practices profiling the type of pastoral leader best suited to lead the church to 
experience growth. I am convinced that effective [emphasis mine] pastoral leadership 
remains the indispensable ingredient in churches desiring to experience greater growth 
(Thompson 25). 
Barna says, “Pastors of growing churches are extraordinary servants of God. They 
lead churches where other churches would not dare go. These gifted leaders enable 
churches to make noteworthy gains” (User 189). 
The design of the study (e.g., Chapter 3) involves creating and implementing a 
researcher-designed survey, the Leadership Styles Survey (LSS), designed to determine a 
leader’s primary leadership style. The LSS will assist churches and denominational 




DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
My goal in this chapter was to describe in detail how this research study was 
conducted. This involves describing the research methodology, restating the purpose 
statement and research questions, describing the research instrument, defining the study’s 
population and sample, providing detailed steps for data collection, and procedures used 
in analyzing the results of the research data. In addition, this section includes the steps 
followed in constructing and refining the instrument. 
Research Methodology 
This study was a descriptive, correlational study utilizing a researcher-designed 
survey. 
Statement of Purpose 
The main purpose of the study was to explore the relationship between pastoral 
leadership style and church growth in Nazarene churches. This involved identifylng and 
describing specific leadership style(s) and essential leadership practices indicative of 
pastors leading Nazarene churches to experience growth. 
Research Questions 
The research questions addressed in this study are related to the relationship that 
exists between pastoral leadership style and church growth in Nazarene churches. The 
answers to these questions impact how District Superintendents and local churches in the 
future will place men and women called to pastor Nazarene churches. 
I present the following three research questions which were formulated to help 
identify the type of leader best suited to lead Nazarene churches to experience dynamic 
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growth. 
Research Question 1 
What is the pastor’s preferred leadership style as determined by the Leadership 
Styles Survey (LSS)? Every pastoral leader possesses primary and secondary styles of 
leadership, and pinpointing essential leadership practices and preferred leadership styles 
will assist in identifylng the type of pastor best suited to lead the church to growth. 
Research Question 2 
What relationship exists, if any, between pastoral leadership styles as measured 
within this study and dynamic growth experienced in Nazarene churches? Again, in this 
study, dynamic growth refers to churches that have experienced >25 percent average 
attendance growth in the last five years. 
Research Question 3 
What factors other than pastoral leadership might be associated with observed 
church growth? Although I contend in this study that certain leadership practices and 
leadership stylets) proved to be the key variables in any church experiencing dynamic 
growth, still other factors (e.g., pastofs age, experience, number of pastoral moves, 
length of service at present church, education level, geographical location, and size of 
community) must be evaluated in terms of their respective contributions to such growth. 
Population and Sample 
The Research Division of Church Growth generated a computerized spreadsheet 
listing all the Nazarene churches located in the United States by numerical size (e.g., 
average worship attendance)-the results of the population included 4,532 churches. The 
sample, then, involved dividing the population according to four worship size categories 
(e.g., < 50; 50-99; 100-249; and 2 250) and selecting the thirty largest Nazarene churches 
in each category to survey. 
I chose to divide the population into four different worship size categories for 
several reasons: First, the findings in the review of literature that pertained to church 
growth classified churches into these worship size categories; second, these were the 
same natural worship size clusterings inherent in the Church of the Nazarene; and thirdly, 
my personal belief that the pastors representing the largest Nazarene churches in each 
worship size category would best represent the type of leaders capable of motivating the 
church to experience growth. 
Instrumentation 
The instrument used in this study was a researcher-designed survey (e.g., 
Leadership Styles Survey-LSS) designed to identify the relationship that exists between 
pastoral leadership style and church growth in Nazarene churches. Based on the results, 
the LSS then determined the pastoral leadership style(s) best suited to lead the Nazarene 
church to experience growth. 
Constructing the Instrument - 
The Leadership Styles Survey (LSS) was based on the assumption that pastoral 
leaders of growing churches possess essential leadership practices and specific leadership 
styles that result in their churches experiencing dynamic growth. The LSS contained 
forty items mailed to a select sample of 120 Nazarene pastoral leaders-those 
representing the thirty largest Nazarene churches in the four different worship size 
categories. The survey was designed to profile the pastoral leader and hidher church, to 
assess essential leadership practices, and to identify the leader’s primary leadership style 
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(see Appendix B). 
This step consisted of collecting the leader and church growth data from the 
results of the survey-the data as related to the church’s age, location, and size of the 
community where the church is located. The instrument profiled the church’s average 
worship attendance, additional full-time staff, and history of pastoral leaders. The survey 
also included other information as it pertained to the pastor’s age, length of service at 
hisher present church, number of pastoral moves, highest level of education attained, 
theological position (e.g., liberal, conservative, moderate), and satisfaction level in 
pastoral ministry. 
.. 
I designed the LSS paying careful attention as to how to best attract the recipient’s 
attention. After much deliberation and consultation with other research surveyors, I opted 
to use a light yellow paper in hopes of best attracting the respondent’s attention (Estep 
54). 
The LSS contained a total of forty items. The first nine Items provided a 
demographic profile of the pastor as leader. Items 10-1 8 profiled the pastor’s church; 
items 19-28 related to the leader’s assessment of perceived leadership practices; and, 
items 29-40 described leadership effectiveness based on knowledge of the four primary 
leadership styles. 
Validity and Reliability 
The validity of the LSS was based on face validity, confirmation fi-om a pretest, 
and consultation with a statistician. The validity of measurement is the extent to which 
the instrument measured what it was designed to measure. Simply stated, validity deals 
with the question: “Does the instrument measure the characteristic, trait, or whatever, for 
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which it was intended to measure” (Wiersma, 3 1 I)? In this study, the validity measures 
the essential leadership practices. The reliability of measurement was the consistency of 
the instrument to measure the primary leadership style(s) best suited to lead the Nazarene 
church to growth (309). 
Each item (e.g., leadership practice/style) was tested for construct and content 
related validity. The construct related validity of this study was the extent to which the 
LSS measured the relationship that exists between pastoral leadership style and church 
growth in Nazarene churches. The content validation was the process of establishing the 
representativenes of the items (e.g., essential leadership practices and leadership styles 
indicative of the leaders of growing churches) being measured. 
Pretesting and Refinement 
The LSS went through a three-step pretesting refinement process. First, I asked 
three fiends to read and critique the survey. I was looking for their positive and negative 
reactions to the questions as to the clarity of the instrument, understanding of items, and 
suggestions as to formatting style. 
Second, I gave the instrument to three colleagues (e.g., Military Chaplains) and a . 
asked them to provide the same information-reaction to questions and feedback on 
instrument format. 
Thirdly, I asked three area ministers (e.g., not Nazarenes) leading their respective 
churches to experience dynamic growth to complete the LSS for a trial run. This 
pretesting refinement process was designed to clean up the LSS and provide adjustments 
to the item questions. 
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Data Collection 
I requested the worship statistics for 160 selected Nazarene churches located in 
the United States. Although interested only in the results of the top thirty churches in 
each worship size category (e.g., 120 churches), I requested the worship statistics for the 
an extra forty churches which provided a buffer in the event that some churches in the top 
thirty list did not respond for whatever reason. The goal was to survey a total of 120 
pastors. 
As already stated, I identified the 160 selected churches and pastors via data 
received from the General Church of the Nazarene-Research Division. I mailed the 
survey to each member of the sample along with a stamped, self-addressed envelope and 
a numbered respondent reply card (see Appendix C) and instructed respondents to return 
with the survey. 
The numbered post card allowed the researcher to identifL which members of the 
sample were respondents. Follow-up procedures included sending another copy of the 
survey to non-respondents. I distributed the instruments with easy instructions for 
completion and a stamped, self-addressed envelope to return for scaring. In the event of 
inadequate responses, I mailed a follow-up card to prompt responses and returns. I 
distributed the instrument on 18 February 2000 hoping to have the majority of responses 
back 15 April 2000. 
In choosing the survey, I considered the following factors: the relatively low 
expense compared to other instruments, built-in anonymity, the fact that the survey could 
be answered at the convenience of the respondents, and that it was easier to reach the 
sampled population by mail than by other methods (Estep 52). 
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Variables 
The independent variables in this study, those presumed to cause effect, or 
influence the outcome but were independent of the outcome itself, were the essential 
leadership practices. I assumed that if a pastoral leader possesses or cultivates these 
practices, he/she would be better suited to lead the church to experience growth. So the 
essential leadership practices were the things being manipulated. 
In this study, church growth as I operationalized it, represented the dependent 
variable. The intervening variables or factors in this study that may have influenced the 
observed outcomes in a secondary way included the pastor’s age, gender, education, 
length of service as a pastoral leader, and church location as well as other particular 
demographic data. 
Delimitations and Generalizability 
Evaluating the relationship between pastoral leadership style and church growth in 
Nazarene churches should prove beneficial. In evaluating the essential leadership 
practices and primary leadership style(s) of those leading the thirty largest churches in 
each of the four church size categories, I will be able to delimit or circumscribe t k  
boundaries of this study. Then I can generalize to other Nazarene churches seeking to 
experience growth but needing to first assess essential leadership practices and identi@ 




The size of the sample did not pose any problems in limiting the generalizability 
of this study. The findings of the researcher-designed instrument (US)  helped confirm 
that a definite relationship exists between pastoral leadership style and church growth in 
Nazarene churches. The LSS was designed to help denominational leaders and local 
churches identify the type of leader best suited to lead the Nazarene church to experience 




FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
This study was a descriptive, correlational study utilizing a researcher-designed 
survey involving three research questions: 
1. What is the pastor’s primary leadership style as determined by the Leadership 
Styles Survey (LSS)? 
2. What relationship exists, if any, between pastoral leadership style as measured 
within this study and growth experienced in Nazarene churches? 
3. What factors other than leadership (e.g., location, age of church, 
socioeconomic makeup, etc.) might be associated with observed church growth? 
One of the main issues that drove the initial inquiry of this study centered on the 
dynamic growth experienced in Nazarene churches. This study endeavored to explore the 
relationship that seems to exist between pastoral leadership style and church growth. The 
ultimate goal was to gain a better understanding of the type of leader capable of 
positioning and motivating the traditional Nazarene church into action for growth. 
The results of the Leadership Styles Survey (e.g., research instrument) revea!ed in- 
this chapter highlight the relationship between pastoral leadership style(s) and church 
growth in Churches of the Nazarene, United States of America. 
Response Rate 
The population for this study included all Nazarene churches (e.g., 4,532 
churches) located in the United States. I derived the sample by dividing the population 
into four worship size categories (e.g., < 50; 50-99; 100-249; and 2 250). The pastors 
representing the thirty largest Nazarene churches in each worship size category were 
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Surveys 
asked to compIete the survey. 
A total of 160 surveys were mailed to the largest Nazarene churches (e.g., those 
N YO 





have 120 surveys returned (e.g., thirty from each of the four worship size categories), and 
so a buffer of 40 surveys was included. 





systematic sample and high response rate help support the findings that a definite 
relationship exists between pastoral leadership style and church growth in Nazarene 
churches. Table 4.1 shows the response rate of the study. 
Profile of  Respondents 
Respondents on average were 46.4 years old. The relationship between the 
leader’s age and church size shows that (40.9 percent) of the churches were served by 
pastors between 40 and 49 years old (see Table 4.2). 
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PARTICIPANTS WITH CHILDREN LIVING AT HOME 
In terms of the total number of years of pastoral ministry experience, (41 -8 
percent) stated they had between 11 and 20 years of experience (see Table 4.4). 
Table 4.4 
LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE (Total Years) 
Historically, Nazarene ministers serve thee  years at a church before moving on to 
another assignment. In this study, over 40 percent (42.7 percent) had moved between 




NUMBER OF PASTORAL MOVES 
N YO 
1 - 3  
4 - 7  






Another statistic tied closely to the number of pastoral moves was the pastor’s 
length of service at the present church. The majority (58.1 percent) stated they had been 
at their present church less than six years (see Table 4.6). 
Table 4.6 
TIME AT PRESENT CHURCH 
Total 117 100.0 I 
At one time in our denomination’s history higher education was not stressed as a 
necessary criteria for pastoral leadership. That trend appears to be reversing as evidenced 
by the fact that over 68 percent (68.7 percent) of the leaders of growing churches in this 








1 Education level 
47 40.2 





In years past, Nazarene ministers were among the lowest paid clergy 
Less than $20,000 
$20,000 - $39,999 
$40,000 - $49,999 
$50,000 or more 
Total 
professionals. One of the most striking observations revealed in this study is that over 30 
14 12.0 
42 35.8 
2 3  19.7 
38 32.5 
117 100.0 




A minister’s level of job satisfaction seems to positively correlate to church 
growth. Over 60 percent of those surveyed (64.2 percent) indicated they were “highly 
satisfied” serving in pastoral ministry (see Table 4.9). 
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< 50 
50 - 99 











Profile of Churches 
The percentage of churches in the four worship size categories in this study based 
on average worship attendance parallel the 1998 report to the General Secretary of the 
Church of the Nkzarene (see Table 4.10). 
Table 4.10 
AVERAGE WORSHIP SIZE 
A striking observation as related to the organizational date of churches in this 
study indicated that 80 percent (80.2 percent) were officially organized prior to 1969. Of 
the twenty-one growing churches established after 1970, only eight were organized 
between 1990 and 2000 (see Table 4.1 1). 
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Table 4.11 
DATE CHURCH ORGANIZED 
Total 117 i 100.0 
As previously stated, the denomination has a history of pastors averaging less than 
three years per assignment. Over 30 percent (30.1 percent) of the pastors in this study 
indicated their present congregation had had more than eight pastors in the church’s 
history (see Table 4.12). 
Table 4.12 
NUMBER OF PASTORS IN CHURCH’S HISTORY 
The study revealed that 66.7 percent of the churches surveyed are located in 
communities with populations ranging between 25,000 and 100,000. Over 30 percent 
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North central - MANU 
East central - MVNC 
Total 




25,000 people or less (see Table 4.13). 
Table 4.13 
SIZE OF COMMUNITY WHERE CHURCH IS LOCATED 
Size of community 
100,000 or more 29 24.8 
50,000 - 99,999 25 21.4 
25,000 - 49,999 24 20.5 
24,999 or less 39 33.3 
Total 117 100.0 
Another interesting note is the balanced representation of growing churches in 
eight different geographical regions. Apparently geographical location is not a dynamic 




The churches’ particular style of worship when compared to other Nazarene 
churches-whether conservative, moderate, or progressive is noteworthy. Only 7.7 
percent of the growing churches in this study perceived they employed a conservative or 
traditional style of worship style (see Table 4.15). 
Table 4.15 
PERCEIVED WORSHIP STYLE 
Perceived worship style 
Perhaps the most expected statistic of this study centered on whether or not the 
churches had experienced dynamic growth in average worship attendance over the last 
five years. As expected, over 97 percent (97.4 percent) of the top thirty churches in each 
worship size category reported greater than 25 percent growth in the past five years (see 
Table 4.16). 
Table 4.16 
CHURCH’S GROWTH RATE 
Growth rate past 5 Years 
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Paul (Catalyst) 
Andrew (Cheer1 eader) 
John (Coach) 
Peter (CEO) 





Pastoral Leadership Styles 
The respondents indicated their primary leadership style in survey questions 34- 







61 52. I 
3 2.6 
“best” defined them as a pastoral leader (see Table 4.17). 
Table 4.17 
PERCEIVED LEADERSHIP STYLES 
Leadership perceptions 
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“Let’s Get Going” (CEO) 
Others’ views of my style 
Catalyzed to serve (Catalyst) 
Table 4.17, cont. 
5 4.2 
37 31.7 
Inspired to serve (Cheerleader) 10 8.5 
Equipped to serve (Coach) 
Driven to serve (CEO) 
Over 52 percent consistently selected “coaching” as the style of leadership they 
64 54.7 
6 5.1 
perceived “best” represented their primary leadership style. 
Essential Leadership Practices 
Although many factors influence an organization’s growth, the primary factor 
seems to be the relationship that exists between leadership style and church growth. This 
study revealed that the leaders of growing churches perceived their primary leadership 
style but also recognized the need to utilize different leadership styles when leading the 
church depending on the situation. 
Survey questions 19-28 asked the question: “What relationship exists, if any, 
between pastoral style and dynamic growth in Nazarene churches?” The respondents 
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were asked to assess how they perceived their primary leadership style based in part on 
the following leadership practices: 
9 Differentiates between leadership and management; 
9 Understands leadership as influence: 
9 Solves problems; 
9 Does not accept the status quo; 
> Sees the big picture; 
9 Initiates change that involves risk; 
> Catalyzes the church into action. 
The relationship between leadership style anc, churc,, growth in Nazarene 
churches was more clearly determined when looking at the essential leadership practices 
indicative of pastors of growing churches. The majority of respondents (59.8 percent) 
“strongly agreed” that their ability to differentiate between leadership and management, 
influence followers to achieve group goals, solve problems, see the big picture, initiate 
changes, and catalyze the church into action proved critical in terms of the church 
experiencing growth (see Table 4.18). 
Table 4.18 
ESSENTIAL LEADERSHIP PRACTICES 
Essential leadership practices 
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Table 4.18, cont. 
Total 
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Table 4.18, cont. 
Factors Associated with Church Growth 
Survey questions 1-1 8 addressed the question: “What factors other than leadership 
(e.g., pastor’s age, pastoral experience, pastoral tenure, highest level of education, age of 
church, geographical location, socioeconomic makeup, etc.) might be associated with 
observed church growth?” 
The statistical analysis when compared with other factors associated with church 
growth support the premise that a relationship exists between leadership style and church 
growth, The correlation comparisons between key survey questions and primary 
leadership styles confirmed the “coaching” style as the first choice (52 percent). The 
catalyst was second (37.2 percent), and cheerleading ( I  1.5 percent) and CEO (5.9 
percent) were the least favorite styles. 
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The relationship between leadership style and growth in Nazarene churches was 
evident when comparing the positive and negative statistical significance between other 
factors like leader’s age; education level; number of pastoral moves; salary; and, length of 
service at the present church (see Table 4.19). 
Table 4.19 
CORRELATION BETWEEN KEY QUESTIONS 
Key survey questions Q1 
I -- Q1-Pastor’s age 
Q.5-Years at present church 1 .34* 
Q6-Education Level .I7 
Q7-Pastor’s salary .o 1 
Q8-Level of satisfaction .01 
Q1 &Date church organized I .06 
QI I-No. pastors in history 1 .06 
t 
Q13-Full-time staff .04 
Q1 &Size of community .03 
QI &Worship styIe .33* 
Q17-Avg. worship attendance 1 .I6 
Q18-Growth rate past 5 years 1 .05 
*E <.01; ** ~ < . 0 3 .  
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Q18-Growth rate past 5 years 
Table 4.19 cont. 
.06 
Key survey questions 
QI-Pastor’s age 
.08 
Q5-Years at present church .22** 
QbEducat ion  level .02 
Q7-Pastor’s salary .03 
Q8-Level of satisfaction .2 1 ** 
Q1 &Church organized .72* 
. I 3  I .05 .03 -- 
Q1 I-No. pastors in history 
Q13-Full-time staff 
Q I G S i z e  of community 1 .Ol 
*E K.01; ** ~< .03 .  
Table 4.19 indicated both positive and negative statistical significance between 
various other factors associated with church growth. For example, the pastor’s age (Ql) 
appears to be positively associated to the number of years served at the present church 
(QS) but negatively associated to the total number of pastors in the church’s history 
(Q11). 
This table also highlights the positive relationship between length of service ( Q 5 )  
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and the pastor’s salary (47). This makes sense-the longer the leader stays at the same 
church, the more likely he/she will receive increased compensation for length of service. 
There seems to be a negative association between length of service at the present church 
and the number of pastors in the church’s history. 
A positive statistical significance appears to be present between the leader’s level 
of education (46) and the pastor’s salary (Q7). Positive associations also seem apparent 
among the leader’s educatiodsalary and satisfaction in ministry (QS), full-time pastoral 
staff (Q13), average worship attendance (Q17), and church growth rate (Q18). 
The leader’s level of satisfaction in ministry (QS) is positively associated with 
several other factors including the leader’s tenure at the present church (QS), level of 
education (Q6), salary (Q7), community size (Q14), worship style (Q16), average worship 
attendance (Q17), and church growth rate (Ql8). 
A strong negative association between the date the church was organized (Q 10) 
and the pastor’s age (Ql) is striking. As noted earlier, of the twenty-one growing 
churches established after 1970, only eight were organized between 1990 and 2000. This 
could have a great deal to do with the age of the pastoral leader. 
A negative association also seems to exist between the date the church was 
organized (QlO) and the number ofpastors in church’s history (Q11). Apparently the 
longer the church has been in existence, the more likely it will have had eight or more 
pastors. This negative association is also noted between the date the church was 
organized (Q10) and the church’s average Sunday morning worship attendance (Q17). 
A negative association was noted between the churches with full-time ministerial 
staff (Q13) and growth rate in the last five years (Q18). Smaller churches without the 
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benefit of multiple staff ministries would not experience the same dynamic growth as 
those churches with full-time staffs. 
A logical conclusion seems that church growth rate (Q18) is positively associated 
with the leader’s level of education (46) and the number of full-time ministerial staff 
(Q13). At the same time, church growth rate might be negatively associated with the 
pastor’s age (Ql)  and the number of pastors in the church’s history (Q1 1). 
Table 4.20 highlights both the positive and negative statistical significance 
between key survey questions and preferred leadership styles. For example, the pastor’s 
age (Q 1) seems negatively associated to the “catalyst’’ leadership style. The leader’s 
length of service (Q5)  at the present church is negatively associated to the “coaching” 
style. The leader’s education level ( 4 6 )  is negatively related to both “cheerleader” and 
“CEO” styles. 
The level of satisfaction in ministry (QS) is positively related to the coaching style 
but negatively associated with both the catalyst and CEO styles. The number of full-time 
staff (413) was negatively associated with the coaching style. The size of the community 
in which the church is located was positively associated with coachi~g and cheedeader 
styles but negatively associated with catalyst and CEO styles. 
Table 4.20 
CORRELATION BETWEEN KEY QUESTIONS AND LEADERSHIP STYLES 
@-No. Years at church 
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Q6-Education level .09 .02 .08 
Q7-Pastor’s salary .11 .01 .I4 
QS-Level of satisfaction .os .03 .04 
Q10-Date church organized .01 .07 .03 
Q1 1-40. pastors in history .06 .04 .os 
Q13-Full-time staff .27* .2 1 ** .08 
Q14-Size of community .I7 .12 . I7  
Q16-Worship style .I6 .06 .13 
Q17-Avg. attendance . I  1 . I2 .08 
Q18-Church growth rate .IO .I4 .05 
<.01; ** ~ 1 . 0 3 .  











Leadership Styles CAT COACH CHEER 
Catalyst -- .72* .31* 
Survey questions 34-40 reflected a correlation between the four leadership styles. 
CEO 
.IO 
The bottom line-a coaching pastoral leadership style is strongly and negatively related to 
the catalytic leadership style among pastors in this study. Pastoral “coaches” are also 





Table 4.21 con’t. 
.72* -_ .27* .30* 
.31* .27* _- . I 2  
.IO .30* .I2 -- 
Summary of Findings 
The findings of the study provided insights and answers to each of the three 
Research Questions. 
Research Question 1 
What is the pastor’s primary leadership style as determined by the Leadership 
Styles Survey (LSS)? 
+ The greatest percentage of respondents (52.3 percent) variously identified with 
the “coach/developer” leadership style when describing their primary or preferred 
style of leading others. 
Research Question 2 
What relationship exists, if any, between pastoral leadership style as measured 
within this study and dynamic growth experienced in Nazarene churches? 
+ Over 98 percent (98.2 percent) agreed as effective pastoral leaders they were 
able to differentiate between leading and managing styles of leadership and 
incorporate both styles depending on the situation. 
+ The majority of respondents (56.4 percent) believed their ability to influence 
followers had proved significant in positioning for growth. 
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+ When asked to assess their ability to lead by solving problems, over 35 percent 
(37.6 percent) viewed themselves as effective problem solvers. 
+ Nearly 71 percent (70.9 percent) agreed that they could not afford to remain 
content with the status quo. In order to move the church forward, they must 
specialize in growth versus maintenance ministry. 
+ All 1 17 respondents agreed that their ability to see the big picture and, in turn, 
communicate that vision to others was crucial to mission success. 
+ Over 97 percent (97.4 percent) of the leaders in this study defined effective 
pastoral leadership in terms of their willingness to risk making changes that 
oftentimes involved great risk. 
+ The majority (92.3 percent) agreed that it was imperative that they serve as the 
primary catalyst that motivates the church into action to experience growth. 
Research Question 3 
What factors other than leadership (e.g., pastor’s age, experience, pastoral moves, 
length of service at present church, education level, salary, satisfaction in ministry, 
geographical location, etc.) might be associated with observed church growth? 
+ Although the leader’s age is not statistically dynamic to church growth as 
defined by the rate of growth over the past five years, still the leader’s specific age 
is statistically relevant when looking at the worship size categories (e.g., < 50; 50- 
99; 100-249; and 2 250). The leaders of the largest churches in each category 
were between 40 and 49 years old. 
+ Nearly one-third of those surveyed (30.8 percent) had less than ten years 
pastoral experience. 
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+ h excess of 42 percent (42.7 percent) of the leaders had moved between four 
and seven times. 
+ Nearly 30 percent (29.9 percent) of the pastoral leaders surveyed had served at 
their present church longer than seven years. 
+ Thirty percent of the churches surveyed (30.1 percent) had eight or more 
pastors in the church’s history. 
+ Nearly 70 percent (68.7 percent) of respondents had earned either a college or 
master’s degree. 
+ Over 32 percent (32.5 percent) earned more than $50,000 annually. Over 38 
percent (38.5 percent) earned between $30,000 and $50,000. 
+ The majority of respondents (64.2 percent) stated they were highly satisfied in 
pastoral ministry. 
+ Of the twenty-one growing churches (1 7.9 percent) established after 1970, only 
eight were organized between 1990 and 2000. 
+ Thirty-three percent of the churches (33.3 percent) were located in communities 
of less than 25,000. 
+ Geographical location did not appear to be a dynamic factor. Growing 
churches were located in eight different geographical regions thereby providing a 
balanced representation geographically. 
+ Only 7 percent of the churches (7.7 percent} in this study would be considered 
traditional or conservative in their approach to worship. 
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Final Thoughts 
The research concluded that that a definite relationship exists between pastoral 
leadership style and dynamic growth experienced in Nazarene churches. The findings 
confirmed that the “coaching” and “catalyst” pastoral leadership styles seem more likely 
to lead Nazarene churches to experience growth. In addition to essential leadership 
practices and primary leadership styles, there are indeed factors other than leadership 




SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to explore the relationship between pastoral 
leadership style and church growth-and to evaluate the findings in terms of the pastor’s 
primary leadership style as measured within this study and dynamic growth experienced 
in Nazarene churches. This study also considered factors other than leadership associated 
with observed church growth. 
Summary of Major Findings 
The findings indicated that a definite relationship seemed to exist between 
pastoral leadership style and dynamic church growth. This was confirmed throughout the 
review of related literature-the belief that all church growth starts with pastoral 
leadership (Wagner, Leading Your Church 46). It also corresponds to the philosophy that 
there is one requirement needed for any church desiring growthleadership [emphasis 
mine] (Wiseman 27). 
The results of this study indicated that leaders with specific primary leadership 
styles seem more likely to lead growing churches. In addition to these primary OT 
preferred leadership styles, pastoral leaders of growing churches are characterized by 
essential leadership practices that are consistent with leaders who position and motivate 
the church to experience growth. 
Primary Leadership Style 
The vast majority of respondents (82.1 percent), according to self-reports, 
consistently identified the “Coach” andor “Catalyst” as their primary or preferred style of 
leading the church to experience growth. These two pastoral leadership styles confirm 
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what I discovered in the review of related literature: “That declining andor plateaued 
churches should consider the coach and catalyst type pastoral leaders when desiring to 
experience dynamic growth. 
One essential leadership practice indicative of the coaching style is the ability and 
willingness to develop other leaders. This particular practice could very well be the key 
to any church experiencing growth. The literature revealed, “Great leaders-the truly 
successful ones who are in the top one percent-all have one thing in common-the 
ability to develop other leaders” (Maxwell, Developing 2) .  
The coaching style was consistent with many experts who believe that multiplying 
leadership or succession is one of the most important responsibilities of pastoral 
leadership (e.g., Rick Warren; Carl George; Elmer Towns; Lyle Schaller; and Peter 
Wagner). Barton said, “At some point the most effective thing that pastors do as leaders 
is to step aside and let that young person we have ‘grown’ take the reins and lead” (70) 
The catalyst was the second most selected leadership style according to those 
surveyed. This type leader is characterized by a willingness to transform the process. 
These men and women are agents of change who literally catalyze the church into actiw 
for growth. Leaders of growing churches serve as agents of intentional change. Barker 
sees these men and women as paradigm pioneers (change agents)-someone has to 
catalyze the change process, and change agents seem designed expressly for this purpose 
(qtd. in Malphurs, Pouring 71). The catalytic leader possesses the ability to jumpstart the 
church into action for growth. Leaders desiring to lead the church must become the 
catalysts if the church is to ever experience growth (Wagner, Leading Your Church 127). 
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Relationship between Leadership Style and Church Growth 
The findings indicated that pastoral leaders in this study were not only familiar 
with their prefen-ed style of leadership, but also able to implement effective leadership 
practices as a vital part of their leadership profile. 
These leadership practices include, but are not limited to, the following: 
+ Differentiates between leadership and management; 
+ Understands leadership as influence; 
+ Effectively solves problems; 
+ Committed to the organization’s growth; 
+ Sees the big picture; 
+ lnnovative agent of intentional change; 
+ Serves as the primary catalyst that moves the church into action. 
The respondents in this study were able to differentiate between leading and 
managing styles of leadership. Over 98 percent (98.2 percent) agreed that they were 
aware of the subtle distinctions between leading and managing styles and were committed 
to incorporating both dimensions in their overall leadership profile. 
This raises a few questions: “Is it possible that leadership practices and behaviors 
associated with the cheerleader, coach and catalyst type of leaders are more consistent 
with the leading style of leadership while the CEO leaders are geared more to tRe 
managing style of leading others? If so, then, will it become important for pastors with 
managerial styles to cultivate some of the essential leadership practices consistent with 
the coach and catalyst type of leaders?” 
The majority of pastors surveyed (56.4 percent) perceived that their ability to 
influence others was crucial to church growth. This raises another critical question: “At 
what points in ministry do leaders recognize that followers are listening, actively 
engaged, and cooperating to achieve group goals?” 
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Leaders of growing churches realized that church growth success begins with the 
understanding that leadership is really all about influence and influence becomes the basis 
upon which every other attribute builds. Influence is one of the key variables insuring 
[dynamic] church growth (Chaney 5 14). 
Additional Factors Related to Church Growth 
The findings determined that factors other than leadership fe.g., pastor’s age, 
experience, number of pastoral moves, length of service at present church, education 
level, geographical location, and size of community) are all factors related to church 
growth. 
The greatest percentage of respondents (64.2 percent) was between the ages of 30 
and 50. The pastors in this study on average were 46.4 years old. The majority of 
churches (40.9 percent) were served by pastors between the ages of 40 and 49 years old. 
This supports the theory that pastoral leaders tend to reach their peak in their early 
through late 40s as far as maximum impact, time for seasoning, and wisdom acquired 
through experience to lead growing churches. 
The leader’s experience in years, number ofpastoral moves, and length of selliice 
at the present church are all related to church growth. The majority of pastors in this 
study (6 1.5 percent) had between 1 1 and 20 years experience. However, over 40 percent 
(42.7 percent) had changed pastoral assignments between four and seven times while 76.1 
percent indicated they had served their present church between three and ten years. 
The combination of leadership experience and length of service at one church 
appear to be key variables related to the church’s potential to experience dynamic growth. 
When combining these two variables (e.g., experience and longevity)-most pastors 
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prove successful in motivating churches to growth. 
This study confirmed that leaders of growing Nazarene churches were inclined to 
pursue higher education. The review of related literature also confirmed the importance 
of leader’s pursuing higher education (George, “Leadership”). Over 68 percent (68.7 
percent) of the leaders of growing churches in this study had earned either college or 
master’s degrees. 
Specific geographical location in this study did not appear to be a crucial variable 
with regards to the leaders of growing churches. The study revealed a balanced 
representation of growing churches in the eight different geographical regions surveyed. 
On the other hand, the size of the community in which the churches were located did 
appear significant. The study revealed that 66.7 percent of the leaders of growing 
churches were serving in communities with populations ranging between 25,000 and 
100,000. Thirty-three percent (33.3 percent) of the growing churches were in 
Communities with 25,000 or less. 
The data related to the size of the community in which the churches in this study 
were located seemed consistent with a recent study completed by Ken Crow for the 
General Church of the Nazarene (8). That study indicated that larger churches (greater 
than 250) tend to be found in the cities with populations ranging between 50,000 and 
100,000. The majority (53.8 percent) of the small churches (less than 100) in this study 
were located in small towns and rural areas with populations under 50,000. Over 30 
percent of churches (33.3 percent) were located in communities of less than 25,000. 
‘ 
Reflection on the Findings 
My findings in this study suggest the need for Nazarene churches, pastors, and 
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denominational leaders to reevaluate the strategy of placing the right pastoral leader in the 
right church. The review of related literature (e.g., Chapter 2) suggested that the churches 
experiencing new dynamic growth have pastoral leaders at the helm whose primary 
leadership styles and practices match well with the churches they serve. 
The data from this study also indicated that churches seeking to fill pastoral 
vacancies should interview and evaluate prospective candidates based on the pastor’s 
style of leadership and whether or not it will complement the church’s history, 
personality, and specific style of worship (e.g., traditional, contemporary, or blended). 
The same is true for prospective pastoral candidates-to evaluate their primary leadership 
style in terms of how well they believe their style of leadership will mesh with the 
church’s personality and philosophy of ministry. 
The literature also indicated the importance of pastoral longevity-the stability 
and continuity of one pastor staying at the same church over a period of several years 
(Maxwell, “Catalyzing”). The findings in this study indicated that the average tenure of 
Nazarene pastors is barely three years. Combine this with the high number of pastoral 
moves (42 percent averaged betweea four and seven) and the number of pastors ir, the 
church’s history (30 percent had eight or more pastors), and it appears that there are 
problems in placing the right leader in the right church. 
. 
If so, this raises some questions. First, regarding leaders of growing churches, 
“What is the relationship between the pastor’s primary leadership style and church 
growth?” Second, “Could denominational leaders, by noting the successes of the leaders 
of growing churches, play a more active role in placing pastoral leaders in plateaued or 
declining churches?’’ Third, “In matching the right pastor with the right congregation, 
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might denominational officials be more attentive to the essential leadership practices and 
specific leadership styles of successful, long tenured pastors when allowing churches to 
interview prospective pastoral candidates?” A final question, “Is it possible that some of 
the problem is inherently related to the denomination’s system of calling pastoral 
leaders?” In this system the local church, acting autonomously, extends a call to a 
prospective pastor who then decides, based on several factors, whether or not to accept 
the church’s call. 
These problems are not unique to just the Church of the Nazarene as evidenced by 
the fact that other denominations testify to experiencing similar problems in the “call 
system” of placing pastoral leaders, but such problems as these must and should be 
addressed by those in a position to make much needed changes. 
This study surfaced the importance of pastoral longevity, which cannot be 
overstated. If a pastor claims twenty years pastoral experience but has moved ten times, 
he/she really has two years experience repeated ten times. This study revealed that the 
average tenure of Nazarene pastors was barely three years (3.3 years). This is consistent 
with a recent denominational study conducted in 1996 when-the average tenure of . 
Nazarene pastors in their current assignment was two years and eight months while the 
average tenure in all pastoral assignments was three years and three months (Crow 1). 
In 2000, these figures have only slightly improved. In 1996, over 63 percent (63.9 
percent) of Nazarene pastors averaged less than four years at the same church. Only 20 
percent (20.2 percent) averaged staying at the same church longer than five years and only 
3 percent over ten years (Crow 2). 
Regarding pastoral experience, total pastoral experience has increased only 
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slightly over the last eight years. Approximately 50 percent of all Nazarene pastors have 
at least ten years and eight months experience serving as pastoral leaders. On the other 
hand, the other 50 percent of pastors have less than that amount of experience (Crow 3). 
In comparing the median age of pastors in 1996 and 2000, I concluded the 
following: In 1996, the median age of Nazarene pastors was forty-seven which was 
consistent with the findings in this study (e.g., 46.5 years). In 1996, three out of five 
Nazarene pastors or 59.4 percent were in their thirties and forties (Crow 4). This study 
revealed that nearly 65 percent of the pastors surveyed were between the 30 and 49. 
Regardless of age, 70 percent of Nazarene pastors (e.g., 7 out of 10) serve in 
smaller churches having less than one hundred in worship on an average Sunday (Crow 
4). Pastoral leaders of the larger churches (> 250) are more likely to be in their forties or 
fifties while pastors in their twenties or sixties are most likely to be serving the smaller 
churches (< 100). 
As stated, the congregations in which most Nazarene churches serve are small. 
While ministerial preparation often seems to focus on larger churches (e.g., greater than 
250), only 3 1 1 Nazarene congregations in the United States and C:anada record thaklarge 
in participation. There are fewer than three hundred churches with at least three hundred 
worshippers on an average Sunday (Crow 6). 
Regarding community types in 1996, Nazarene congregations in the United States 
and Canada were equally distributed between urban areas and small towns or rural areas. 
Fifty percent of Nazarene congregations were located in major urbadsuburban areas (e.g., 
50,000--100,000). The other half (49.9 percent) located in small towdrural areas (e.g., 
less than 50,000). 
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A comparison of community types between 1996 and this study of community 
types indicated that the majority of churches (66.7 percent) is almost equally distributed 
in percentage. The data in this study showed that over 24 percent (24.8 percent) are in 
communities of 100,000 or more; over 21 percent (21.4 percent) in communities of 
50,000-99,999; and over 20 percent (20.5 percent) in communities of 25,000---49,999. 
On the other hand, the greatest percentage (33.3 percent) of the churches was located in 
communities less than 25,000. 
Theological Reflection 
The relationship between leadership style and church growth is evidenced in how 
Jesus developed and empowered his followers. Jesus led primarily as a catalysticoach. 
He took his followers where they were and trained, equipped, and empowered them to 
play an instrumental role in leading the New Testament church to experience dynamic 
growth. 
For example, Simon Peter’s catalytic style of leadership proved crucial to the 
salvation of the Gentile members of the New Testament Church (Acts 15). John’s 
cheerleading style encouraged many who perhaps would have quit the journey long- 
before they ever really got started. Paul’s coaching/CEO leadership style ensured the 
successful recruiting, training, equipping, and reproducing of other leaders like Barnabas, 
Silas, and Timothy. 
In like manner, the church today can and should experience new, exciting, and 
dynamic growth-and it will do so only when capable pastoral leaders, transformed by 
the power of the Holy Spirit, became the catalysts, coaches, cheerleaders, and CEOs for 
such growth. 
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The bottom line from a purely biblical andor theological perspective is simply 
this: “Jesus still calls and equips men and women to lead his Church as catalysts, coaches, 
cheerleaders, and CEOs.” After all, Jesus said, “I will build my church and the gates of 
hell will not prevail against it” (Matt. 16: 18). When leaders are obedient-the church 
will experience dynamic growth. 
Unexpected Findings 
One of the unexpected findings was the interest generated by t h s  study, which 
proved surprising. The majority of respondents seemed very interested in knowing which 
of the four primary leadership styles proved most successful in generating growth in 
churches having not previously reflected any growth. 
The survey response rate was very good with 117-160 surveys returned-a 73.1 
percent return rate. Over half of those surveyed (55.5 percent) attached a personal note 
when they returned the survey indicating their interest in knowing the primary leadership 
style that had proved most effective in leading the church to experience growth. 
A second unexpected finding was related to my earlier prediction that the majority 
of pastoral leaders would not be aware or recognize thsir primary leadership style or the 
need to utilize other leadership styles on occasion. The results of this study, however, 
indicated that although effective leaders rely heavily on their primary leadership style; 
still, they were aware and did implement secondary or alternate styles of leading others 
depending on the situation. 
- 
Leaders of growing churches must recognize the importance of not treating every 
situation the same. Although pastors of growing churches relied on their primary 
leadership style in the majority of situations, these cutting-edge pastors also realized that 
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there would be occasions when they must lead using a leadership style other than their 
primary or preferred style of leadership coach. 
I had predicted prior to the results of the Leadership Styles Survey (e.g., survey 
instrument) that the majority of respondents would most likely indicate their primary 
leadership style as that of the catalyst (e.g., primary spark for growth) or CEO (e.g., chief 
executive officer). However, I was very surprised to discover that over 56 percent 
perceived their primary leadership style in terms of the coach or developer. 
I believe this finding turned out differently than I expected based in part on the 
design of the study-looking primarily at leaders of growing churches versus including in 
the study those pastors of plateaued or declining congregations. The majority of church 
growth experts cited in the literature review concluded that leaders of growing churches 
fit best with the catalyst and/or coach type leader (George, “Leader~hip’~; Maxwell, 
“Catalyzing”) 
The relationship between the pastor’s age and church size (e.g., < 50; 50-99; 100- 
249; and 2 250) proved noteworthy. The findings of this study validated the results of a 
1996 denominational study conducted by Ken Crow entitled: “The Corps of Nazarens 
Pastors.” That study suggested that the leaders of the larger churches (e.g., > 250) were 
more likely to be in their forties or early fifties while pastors in their twenties or sixties 
were most likely serving in the smaller churches (e.g., < 100). 
Another unexpected finding was related to the pastor’s primary leadership style as 
compared to the four different worship size categories. The findings were derived from 
comparing the responses to Q 18-growth rate in the last five years and Q35-perceived 
leadership style). The findings seemed to indicate that the cheerleader style (e.g., 
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inspiring others to serve) was most prevalent in smaller churches (e.g.7 ~ 1 0 0 )  while the 
catalyst (e.g., change-agent) and coaching (e.g., developer) styles were more prevalent in 
the medium to larger-sized churches (e.g., 100-999). 
The CEO leadership style (e.g., chief executive officer) seemed most prevalent in 
the huge, mega-type churches (e.g., >1000). This finding raised a fundamental question: 
“When Nazarene churches reach 1,000, will the leaders of these growing churches need 
to shift from the primary catalytic and/or coaching style to the CEO style leader?” 
In looking back over the course of this study, I had not anticipated that I would 
become so involved and passionate in trying to discover a better solution designed to help 
the Church of the Nazarene in placing the right pastoral leaders in the right churches. The 
results of this study have prompted me to try and make a difference, and I will discuss 
this in greater detail in the closing section of this chapter-“Call to Leadership and 
Church Growth.” 
Limitations of the Study 
The findings of this study have been specifically geared to helping the General 
Church of the .Nazarene discover and implement a more effective strategy designed t a  
insure that a pastoral leader’s primary leadership style and congregation are uniquely 
matched. 
In choosing to compare and evaluate the primary leadership styles and practices of 
the leaders of growing churches, I limited my ability to compare the results of the study in 
terms of the pastors of plateaued or declining churches. Therefore, while this study is 
descriptive of pastors of growing churches, stating with certainty how they may differ 
from leaders of plateaued or declining congregations is impossible. 
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However, I opted to study only the leaders presently leading their respective 
churches to experience growth. In so doing, I believe I succeeded in generalizing to 
churches seeking to experience growth but needing first to identifi specific pastoral 
leadership stylets) as well as assess certain essential leadership practices of the type 
pastoral leader best suited to position and motivate the Nazarene church to experience 
growth. 
Suggestions for Future Studies 
This study contributed to relevant contemporary literature and provided an 
awareness and understanding of the importance of the relationship between pastoral 
leadership style and church growth. The findings have suggested the importance for 
churches desiring to experience growth to first strategize how to effectively match 
pastoral leadership style with the right church. 
This concept of matching primary leadership style and church is not unique to the 
Church of the Nazarene. Future studies can be conducted in other denominations in 
which denominations with autonomous “call systems” face similar dilemmas in matching 
leadership style and congregation. One such study mi@ consider the darnagi.ng 
outcomes associated with denominations and churches failing to consider the right mix 
between pastoral leadership style and church growth. 
Another fbture study could focus its attention on a relevant teaching strategy 
geared specifically for young pastors (e.g., those in their twenties). The findings of this 
study revealed that in most instances, the young pastor’s first church is typically a smaller 
traditional church-established prior to 1969, still averaging less than one hundred in 
worship attendance with a history of several pastors who have come and gone. 
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More often than not, these young men and women come to these smaller type 
churches with all sorts of creative church growth ideas learned in seminary and church 
growth seminars. Unfortunately, they have never really been taught the inner dynamics of 
the small church-what the church needs and expects of its the pastor. 
Perhaps one future study could involve a group of test churches within a 
denomination (e.g., growing, plateaued and declining churches) desiring to experience 
growth and trying desperately to figure out how best to wed the right pastoral leader and 
church. 
A Call to Leadership and Church Growth 
This dissertation journey has proved tremendously enriching because of the many 
things I have learned exploring the relationship between pastoral leadership style and 
dynamic church growth experienced in Nazarene churches. I have discovered that the 
men and women serving as the pastoral leaders of growing churches have proved to be 
exceptional men and women. 
Bama writes, “Pastors of growing churches are extraordinary men and women of 
God. They are leading churches into areas that other charches would sot  darc cmsideF;’ 
Without these types of leaders, these churches would never make noteworthy growth” 
(User 189). 
The primary focus of this study has centered on the relationship that exists 
between pastoral leadership style and church growth in Nazarene churches. In the study, I 
have continually asked the question, “In an age when many Nazarene churches are 
struggling to survive, barely keeping their heads above water or closing their doors 
altogether, why is it that only a few pastoral leaders have led and continue Ieading their 
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congregations to experience growth?” 
I purposed in this study to gain better understanding of the type of pastoral leader 
capable of motivating and moving the church to experience growth. I have asked many 
critical questions designed to suggest that a definite relationship exists between primary 
leadership style and church growth. 
I have asked critical questions such as, “What is it about these particular leaders 
that enabled their churches to grow? What specific leadership styles and practices 
defined these men and women, setting them apart as church growth leaders? What 
primary leadership skills do they possess that cause others to want to emulate them?” 
I believe this study has succeeded in confirming the definite relationship that 
exists between pastoral leadership style and growing churches. I believe the findings of 
this study have helped in some small way to answer these critical questions that hopefilly 
will help solve the riddle as to why only a few Nazarene churches are experiencing 
growth while the majority either maintain or decline. 
Asserting that a definite relationship exists between pastoral leadership styles and 
- 
growing churches leads to the conclusion that leadership is perhaps the single most 
important factor in churches desiring vitality and growth (Wagner, Leading Your Church 
46). Like others, I am convinced that leadership remains the indispensable ingredient in 
churches desiring to experience greater growth (Thompson 25). 
Understandably, certain leadership styles and practices will continue to stand out 
as representative of the type of leaders capable of leading churches into the new 
millennium. These men and women will continue to challenge and inspire others to do 
the unexpected and to rise above and beyond the normal. And this will mean the 
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difference between maintaining the status quo and fostering creative and dynamic growth 
in the organization (Adams 69). 
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APPENDIX A 
Survey Cover Letter 
February 18,2000 
Dear Fellow Pastor: 
I am completing the Doctor of Ministry program at Asbury Theological Seminary 
and hope to graduate May 2001. My final project is a dissertation exploring the unique 
relationship between pastoral leadership style and dynamic church growth in Nazarene 
churches, USA. 
In all, you and 1 19 other Nazarene pastors were selected to participate in this 
survey. Only 120 churches out of 4,532 will receive this survey, so it is important that all 
participants respond. It will take less than ten minutes to complete the questionnaire, 
which you can return anonymously. I pledge confidentiality; no one will be able to 
connect your responses to you. 
Enclosed you will find a self-addressed, stamped envelope in which to return your 
questionnaire. Please complete and return the survey by March 3 I ,  2000. Also, enclosed 
is a self-addressed, stamped postcard, which has a number that has been assigned to- pi-. 
Please return the postcard when you return the completed survey-that way I will know 
you have completed the survey and will not need to contact you again. 
Thank you for your help. 
Sincerely, 






LEADERSHIP STYLES SURVEY (LSS) 
A Survey of the Relationship between Pastoral Leadership 
Style and Church Growth in Nazarene Churches 
INSTRUCTIONS: This survey is designed to assess the relationship between pastoral 
leadership style and church growth. You have been selected to participate in this survey 
sent to selected Nazarene pastors in the United States. The purpose of this study is to 
develop an assessment of essential leadership practices and specific leadership styles 
designed to assist District Superintendents in identifying the pastoral leadershp style best 
suited to lead the Nazarene church to experience growth. Your personal responses will 
remain anonymous. Please return your completed survey in the stamped, self-addressed 
envelope by March 3 1, 2000. Thank you for your help in this study. 
Please check the box that most accurately represents your answer to each question. 
SECTION I -PASTOR’S PROFILE 
1. Your Age: 
2. Which best describes your current situation? 
[ 3 a. Single 
[ 3 b. Married with# children living at home 
[ ] c. Mamed with# children living away from home 
3. Total # years served as a pastor in the Church of the Nazarene: 
4. Number of pastoral moves (including this one) to date: 
5.  How many yeamhave you been at your present church? 
6. [d 3 the highest level of education attained: 
[ ] a. Highschool diploma 
[ 3 b. College degree 
[ 3 c. Master’s degree 
[ ] d. Doctoral degree 
7. [d 3 Your current annual salary package to include cash salary plus benefits: 
[ ] a. Less than $20,000 
[ 1 b. $20,000-29,999 
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[ ] C. $30,000-39,999 
[ 3 d. $40,000-49,999 
[ 3 e. $50,00Oorhigher 
8. [u’ your present level of satisfaction as a pastoral leader: 
[ ] a. Highlysatisfied 
[ ] b. Satisfied 
[ ] c. Moderately satisfied 
[ 3 d. Dissatisfied 
[ ] e. Moderately dissatisfied 
[ ] f. Highlydissatisfied 
9. What is the # 1 reason for you becoming a minister in the Nazarene church? 
[ ] a. Divine calling 
[ ] b. Familyinfluence 
[ ] c. Mentor’s influence 
[ 
[ 3 e. Peopleskills 
[ ] f. Other: 
] d. Natural gifts and abilities 
SECTION I1 THE CHURCH’S PROFILE 
10. What year was the church you pastor organized? 
1 1. Total # of pastoral leaders (including you) in the church’s history: 
12. The longest tenure (# years) for any pastoral leader at this church: 
13. The # of hll-time ministerial staff at your present church: 
14. What is the size of the community in which your church is located? 
[ 3 a. Greater than 100,000 
[ ] b. 50,000-99,999 
[ ] C. 25,000--49,999 
[ 3 d. 24,999 or less 
15. Indicate the Nazarene college/geographical region where your church is located: 
[ ] a. NNC (Northwest) [ 3 e. TNU (Southeast) 
[ ] b. ENC (Eastern) [ 3 f. PLNU (Southwest) 
[ ] c. ONU (Central) [ ] g. MANU (North Central) 
[ 3 d. SNU (Southcentral) [ 3 h. MVNC (East Central) 
16. This congregation, when compared to other Nazarene churches seems. . . 
[ ] a. Conservative (traditional) 
[ ] b. Moderate(b1end) 
[ ] c. Progressive (contemporary) 
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17. The church’s average Sunday morning worship attendance for 1999: 
18. Please [u’ ] the response that most accurately represents your church’s average 




3 fl an increase in attendance over the last 5 years 
] a no growth or decline - simply maintaining 
] 4 a decrease in attendance over the last 5 years 
SECTION I11 - ASSESSMENT OF LEADERSHIP PRACTICES 
Please assess how you perceive your leadership effectiveness based on the following 
leadership practices. Please use the response scale to answer questions 19-28: 
WSPONSE SCALE 
- 1= Strongly Disagree; 2 = Disagree; 2. = Undecided; 4 = Agree; 5 = Strongly Agree 
19. I understand and implement effective leadership principles. 
- 20. I realize the difference between leadership and management. 
__ 21. I understand people and have strong people skills. 
- 22. I have the ability to influence others. 
23. I am a problem-solver. 
- 24. I do not accept the status quo. 
25. I can see the big picture. 
- 26. I am willing to make changes that involve risk. 
- 27. I am committed to church growth versus maintenance ministry. 
__ 28. I am the primary catalyst that moves the church into action for growth. 
SECTION IV - LEADERSHIP STYLES PROFILE 
Personally assess your perceived leadership effectiveness based on your knowledge of 
effective leadership styles. Use the above response scak for questions 29 - 33: 
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__ 29. I am well versed in various theories of pastoral leadership styles. 
- 30. I allow my knowledge of leadership style to inform my leadership options. 
- 3 I .  I believe there is one best style of leadership for every situation. 
- 32. I envision a best choice of leadership style in any given situation. 
~ 33. I believe flexibility and adaptability in leadership style shows indecisiveness. 
PLEASE [d 1 THE RESPONSE MOST LIKE YOU: 
34. The noun that best describes me as a leader is . . 
[ 3 a. Dare-devil 
[ ] b. Developer 
[ 3 c. Dreamer 
[ 3 d. Decision-maker 
35. Please rank the following leadership styles in order of importance from 1-4, with 
1 being most important and 4 being least important: 
[ ] a. Catalyst 
[ J b. Coach 
[ J d. Cheerleader 
[ ] e. CEO 
36. If I were a disciple/apostle with Jesus, I would probably be like: 
[ J a. Paul - willing to take risks 
[ J b. John - majoring in encouraging mutual love and respect 
[ 3 c. Andrew - inspiring those who come to Christ 
[ J d. Peter - ready to push forward 
37. I perceive my primary leadership style in terms of: 
[ J a. Leading the way 
[ J b. Developing and empowering others 
[ J c. Promoting a shared vision 
[ J d. Deciding how we do business 
38. Using an NFL Football team as analogous to leadership style - I would be the: 
[ ] a. Quarterback - Leads the team down the field 
[ J b. Coach - Recruits and develops the players 
[ J c. Mascot - Inspires the fans to cheer 
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[ ] d. Owner - Decision maker regarding team operations 





3 a. “Let’s Take a Chance” 
] b. “Let’s Work Together” 
3 c. “Let Me InspireYou” 
3 d. “Let’s Get Going” 




[ ] d. fairbut exacting 
3 a. challenged to change the organization for the better 
] b. motivated to work together toward a common goal 
3 c. inspired to come aboard 
END OF SURVEY 
Please mail this questionnaire in the stamped, self-addressed envelope to: 
Chaplain, Major, Mike Tinnon 
206 Sherri Drive 
Universal City, TX 78148 
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APPENDIX C 
RESPONDENT REPLY CARD 
1 Respondent: Please mail this card at the same time you return the questionnaire. 
I am sending this postcard at the same time that I am mailing my completed 
questionnaire. Since my questionnaire is completely anonymous, this postcard 
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